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hid out in those hemlock woods. I ’m such a fiendish idea into your head,
credit,and in London had not where to he s away ; blithe always leaves thé keys
a little uneasy about the hundred dol I ’m sure I can’t imagine !”
lay his head. He tried to quiet the with us. He is always changing his I was in tile act of drawing my cOfhBY NORA M R R Y .
lars we are to deliver to the headJ S n Ò Ò K S ’ jC ò ftN È F ^
pan ion’s attention to it in horror, when
“Confess I” said Sister Sernica, pain of hunger and homelessness by
servants, Mr. Gayling is. I have often suddenly there flew up around it with
nurse at the hospital.”
mildly, “and clear your soul of this looking in at windows and from the
W hat’s this hurry, what tliis flurry,
heard him say that he likes hcW redoubled fury, such a mass of flame
“Dear, dear I” said Sister Bertina, dark stain.”
All throughout the house to-day ?
areas scenting good cheer. It was brooms,”
Interviewed— not “ intervened.” My
and smoke that it was entirely hidden, mistakes arte sufficiently gigantic, but
Everywhere a merry scurry,
with a little shudder, “ I ’m sorry you
Peleg stared around him, with eyes Christmas Eve, the snow fell fast, the
“What
is
he,
or
what
was
he?’*
Everywhere a sound of play.
and soon the fire had so spread and
put the thing into my head, Serenica. of amzement.
wind was sharp and keen. At one lux
“A gentleman in the naval line, I burst out again that the horrible spec when your typos, Mr. Editor, put in
Something, too, ’s the matter, matter,
Now
yon
speak
of
it,
he
lias
a
hang
“Be
I
in
a
lunatic
asylum
?”
he
de
urious house the hungry man stopped
their oars it makes matters worse, and
Out-of-doors as well as iu,
dog expression of countenance.
And manded. “Because if I ain’t, Fin and watched the lighting of the Christ believe sir. They are rather rilfii’uns, tacle of this unintentional cremation then, to cork the jug, When you fail to
Eor the bell goes clatter, clatter,
I ’m told.”
was shut from the sight and*the house
Every minute,—such a din !
do you observe liow he chuckles to blamed if I know what you all mean !” mas tree. Its candles streamed bright
bring order out of th e ’mighty chaos,
“Humph!” I said,“ very odd, But do was finally burned to the ground.
himself every little while, as he sits out
*
*
* * * * *
Everybody winking, blinking,
ly oil the pavement, and among the you mean to tell me that nobody will
the critic's bounce me, and you know a
In a queer, mysterious way ;
in that back-kitchen and stares at the
I pass over what immediately fol full-blown Critic show s no more merev
Away in the snow-mantled cabin in evergreens he could see red berries of | live here because they don’t know
IVhat 011 earth can they be thinkin
fire? Yon may depend that it’s because ! f-]K,
lowed
after I had made thy way back than one of Ortehiltree’s razor-backed
Maine wilderness, little Besse Pep liolly, the toys and garlands, and the wlmt’s in that box?”
What on earth can be to pay ?
he
thinks
he
has
us
at
his
mercy.”
to
the
friendly abode where the mem unties. Mistakes will occur, especially,
Bobby peeping o’er the stair-way,
per was sound asleep in her home- pretty heads of children. They danced
“ That is partly the reason sir.”
Bursts into a little sh o u t;
bers of my family were sheltered. In a and more so, with! those Who afe fond
Mr Jessup, the traveling salesman, manufactured crib, her curls as care and clapped their hands while the pres
“Absurd 1” I was going on, when
Kitty, too, is in a fair way,
few days they were singly settled of Ten us and gaZe upon hef Whenever
did not exactly approve of the looks fully tended as those of Squire Sedley’s ents were distributed, and the air rang Mr. Crumble continued :
Where she hide* to giggle out.
of tlie lumberman either.
again
in another home, fortunately not they get the chance, not only as she
lie’
with
shouts
of
laughter
and
screams
of
Jiress-granddaughter, floating like
“But there is a clause in the agree
As the bells goes eliug-a-ling-ing
very touch the Worse for the terrible crosses the sun but when »lie’s done up
“
I
hope,
landlord,”
said
he,
rubbing
spun
gold
on
the
pillow,
her
red
yarn
delight.
When
the
merriment
had
Every minute more and more,
ment about it; that’s what does it sir.” scare.
his white, scented hands over the fire, stockings duly suspended from a hook spent itself a little, one young girl went
in hei best promenade garb* How ex
And swift feet go springing, springing,
“Explain,” said I.
Through the hall-way to the door,
“that our friend out there is all right,” in the huge chimney-piece, her tiney to the piano and struck up “ Sweet
tensive,
hoW co-hesivte, the powers of
In
due
course
of
time
arrived
a
let
“ Well, sir, here is the clause” and he
Where a glimpse of box and packet,
Yetius
f
“Lh?”
said
the
Boniface.
“
Why
j
dreams
wandering
through
an
enchantter
from
Mr.
Gayling
who
had
come
to
Home”
when
the
family
j
»
i
ied
in
a
produced the document “perhaps you
And a little rustle, rustle,
shouldn t he be all right? He’s one o’ I ed land of toys and sweet-meats, while rousing chorus. Was ever contrast so would like to read it yourself.”
town requesting an interview. I was
Makes such sight and sound and racket,—
Such a jolly bustle, bustle,—
glad
of this, for I foresaw it must lead
them New Hampshire lumber fellows I Mrs. Pepper went, ever and anon, to bitter? I have this from Mrs. Consul
Y°ii rfemeffiber the icy Weather some
Thus it ran :
That the youngsters in their places,
cornin’ home to spend Christmas. They the window to peer out into the driven General Heap. Payne told it to her
to
some
explanation
of
the
strange
time
ago ; I do.- Living in a valley I
“And in taking the house, at the
Hiding slyly out of sight,
often
come
this
way.”
snow
and
tempest.
'
long
after
those
evil
days
were
passed.
did
not
feel tlie blasting sharpness of
circumstances
surrounding
the
agree
rental and for the term specified as
All at once show shining faces,
“ He looks rather shady to me,” sug“ What can have become of him?’
the
blinding
breezes as you did up on
ment
I
had
signed.
Unexpected)’,
Mr.
All at once scream with delight.
above I hereby solemnly pledge mv
gested Jessup.
>
site said to herself, with troubled eyes.
Gayling
disclosed
it
to
me
immediately
the
mountains;
but for all that neighbor
T H E W H IT E C H EST.
Go and ask them what’s the matter,
oath never directly, or indirectly,
The landlord, Who did not under- “ Because if lie shouldn’t come to-night
Tom J ones’ dog come within a panel
What the fun outside and •in—
through my own agency or that of after we met.
What the meaning of the clatter,
stand city slang, stared.
ami Bess should wake up, to-morrow
“I have asked for this interview, sir” of fence of having his . life frozen Up,
It was just the house I wanted. In others to attemp to meddle with, to
W hat the bustle and the din.
The guests were all at supper—a morning, and find her stockings empty” size and situation it suited me exactly, disturb the white chest under the glass he said abruptly, “ because I am a min or out—either will do. That dog of
Hear them, hear them la ugh and shout then,
savory supper it was, too, for the landfile possibility was too appalling! as the phrase goes, literally down to case on the roof or to seek in any way ed man through your tenancy of mj- Jones’ is a characteristic whelp. When
All together hear them say,
lord’s wife was the crack cook of the Mrs. Pepper dared not follow the dis
"“ Why, what have you been about, then,
ever I feel tired and try to beckon sleep
the ground. I t ’s rent, too, was ex to discover for what purpose it has house.”
Not to know it’s Christmas day V'
neighborhood—when, in rushed a snow- tracting train of thought any further.
tremely moderate. Why then, did I hesi been placed there, or what it contains;
“But”. I interposed, “I am told you to my chamber, the harsh soul-harrow
Chrixthuih St* Nicholas.
powdered vision from the outer world, And her heart sank as the old clock in
tate to take it? Why did everybody and I further guarantee that no person were fully insured. I do not Under ing growls, whines and yelps of tlie
panting and breathless.
cur reach m3- room while sleep is still
the corner clanged eleven.
hesitate to take it? For the last seven in my employ, nor any one entering stand you.”
“ Have any ot you seen anything of
in a qUandry whether to enter or not.
At that minute there was the sound .years or more it had never been let. the house during my tenancy thereof,
“Listen sir,” he went on, “and you
a little girl in a white plush dress and of heavy footsteps stamping off the
All the house agents at the west end shall face any such attempt ; and I here will: I was brought up to the sea and Confitonct that dog. If the Greenland
bine ribbons ?” said lie. “ The squire’s snow on the door step—a soft tap at
had had it in hand, one after another. by undertake that in the event of their followed it till mid-life, for I was en atmosphere last week had only done
BY H ELEN FORREST G R A V E 1.
little grand daughter is lost !”
the business for the next five years!
the door, and in walked Mr. I epper The tertns had been reduced each sea being detected in doing so or of my
tirely dependent on my own earnings.
“Lost!” shrieked the landlady, with himself rubicund and smiling.
The canine Was outside of his master’s
doing
so
to
forfeit
the
»tiro
of
$
5
,
000
,
son.that it came into the market, and
“ Fine, old fashioned Christinas the coffee-pot in lier hand.
My only relative at this time was an
!
domicile
running a sort of opposition
“
Oh,
Peleg!”
cried
his
wife
as
she
and
in
accordance
with
tiiis
agreement
still there was no finding a tenant for it.
weather!”
old uncle, also a sailor and a most ec
“ Lost !” cried all the company, in felt herself enfolded in a bear-like hug
against the howling wind, and the ani
have,
in
proper
legal
form,
lodged
the
Everybody
who
went
over
the
house
centric man, as you will presently see.
That was what Mr. Wiggles, the tav chorus. “ A child lost! In such a
mal did keep Well abreast for some
“ whatever kept you so ? Look at P et’s was charmed with it. Nevertheless, said sum with the bankers of Thomas
Fifteen years ago he suddenly came
ern-keeper, called it, as lie stood rub storm as this! Among these lonely
time,
but his constantly distended jaws
stockings and me without so much as everybody havingrenehed the roof and Gayling, Esq., the lessor as a guaran
into possession of a large sura of money
bing ids hands before the blaze of the woods !”
afforded
too much draft, and the stay
a popcorn-ball to put in the !”
having looked around for a minute or tee of my good faith.”
I never knew how but lie retired and ing qualities of the whelp gave wa3’ for
huge black-log, that had upheld the
“ Only four years old,” said the mes
“That’s all right old lady” said the two, descended with a firm derermina“But for that clause,” went on the and took that house. He had only
tallest pine in all the forests in Maine senger, mutely accepting the glass of
once. Tom is now nursing his canine*
lumber-man beaming as he deposited tion not to take the house on any con agent as I finished reading it with some
but a few brief months ago.
been in it three years when a mortal ship by the side of a hot stove.
hot spiced ale which mine host made a parcel as big as Santa Claus proverbial
sideration.
surprise “ we should have nodfficulty in sickness overtook him ; he sent for me.
A philosopher might have gleaned to hand him. “ She ran out back of
If the dog keels oyer to last I intend
pack on the table. “ But I tell you what . Now, what was the reason? I t was letting the house.”
‘‘Tom’'*said lie I am dying and I to take a day off, for general holiday
valuable matter out of this fact, but the wood, when the stage stopped to
I came mighty near not coming at all. not haunted ; no ghosts had ever been
This strange prohibition excited ray don’t like if ; I am terrified not so much
Mr. Miggins was not a philosopher. the squire’s to leave the letter-l>ag, and
purposes. Some people, it has just oc
Look there what should 3’ou call that. seen, or mysterious noises heard— curiosity and set me to thinking; and
at the thought of death as at the
He took heaven’s gifts as they came, she ain’t been seen since. And Mrs.
curred to me, should take Warning in
“ Oh, Peleg !” cried the little woman, such were never even hinted. I had the result of my thinking was that I
thought of burial, a sailor’s grave I time from Tom’s dog. An ounce of
and did not puzzle his head as to their Sedley, she’s in hysterics, and the
with a shriek of ecstasy “it’s a doll hated the rumors about the house of signed the agreement two days after
would not mind, but to be boxed up
whys and wherefores; and he liked a squire's over toward Lindleyville, and
prevention is worth sixteen pounds of
e’enamost as big as Pet himself 1 With ten, and my curiosity had always been ward, having conformed to the peculiar
cold wind and deep show at Christmas all the men are gone in different direc
and thrust into the earth*-—ffo, Tom I cure in this case.
a white fork nndwi blue sash and a real piqued; so that now, jvhen I wanted stipulation regarding the deposit. I
because it was good for business.
won t stand it! I look* to* yot1 to see
tions to look for her.”
yellow curls down over her shoulders. just such a house for the season, I de had no fear of losing my $5,000 ; the
that
it dosen’t happpen; and I have
“ Dreadful weather!” the stage driver
“ Well, I never!’’ said the landlord.
Well I never!”
The President’s message is good, t
termined to go and look at it for my interest on it was a mere addition to taken measures to make stfrte that you
called it, as he sat, drifted up, on his
“ Poor little dear!” said the landlady.
will
be able to judge better of its merits
“ Exactly,” said the lumberman with self.
the rent, and the house was so exactly do see that it dosen’t happen I ’ve made
box, like a polar bear in the midst of
“ Children are always in some scrape a broad, smile overspreading his count
in
about
two wteeks, When I have finish*
Finding all satisfactory and ju st as what I »anted that it would even then my Will, Tom; I ’ve left you all I pos
an avalanche; his head down, his with or other,” said the drummer, who was
ed reading it, I say it is good—-iii
enance. “ Well that doll came near be I- expected from top to .bottom I step be cheap to. me, with my large family
sess, but on one condition and it is,
ered hands so numb that lie could a single man.
length. Speaking of the President of
ing the cause of getting me arrested ped out on the roof with Mr. Crumble of motherless children.
that you are m3’ heir so long as I am
hardly hold the reins, and the snow
“ We never know what tribulation is forkidnapping. Ha, ha, ha!”
these
great United States, would it not
agent,
saying:
I had on taking the house, determined well above ground and no longer_
pricking and tingling round his face, in store for us,” said sister Serenica,
be
a
splendid
idea for some people to
“ Peleg!” ejaculated Mrs. Pepper.
“ Well, I am sure I can’t conceive on not bothering myself about the marir the words, well above ground !
like so many needles with patent mildly.
give
the
President
his just dues. He
“As
true
as
gospel!
For
I
had
it
in
chest ; but before I had been there a DifecGy I am buried or my remains
why people will not live here 1”
points.
“ If we hear anything of the blessed a box in my room, a-layin on the bed,
is
a
much
better
President
than Grant
month
it
began
to
act
as
a
nightmare
Just then,my eye fell on a curious
are allowed to mingle with mother
“ Cruel weather!” as the Widow Pom- child, we’ll certainly let you know,”
—ten to one—and Hayes is nowhere in
at old Miggles Red Owl Tavern, and object erected upon the leads at the on me,an incubus I could not shake off.
earth, as she is called, all my money,
eroy. who had no wood left, and whose said the landlady. “ And Miggles will
comparison with him.
But, eotfld
there was a hye-and-cry about Suqire rear and surrounded by a high railing These feelings at last reached such a
barrel of meal was at the lowest possi send the stablemen out, just as soon as
mind goes straight to the Seaman’* Hos Arthur, by some Arabian Nights’
Sedley’s grandchild bein’ missin’ and It looked like a huge sky-light or glass pitch that I at length I changed my bed pital every penny of it.
ble ebb, phrased it.
“ Superb weath the late mail is in.”
arrangement be transformed into a veri
the servant she caught a sight of (the
room. I would not sleep any longer
e r!” as Miss St. John, up at St. .John
“But pray what am I to do with
But the messenger had scarcely dis doll, and she squeaked out that it was lantern, about ten feet along, three feet
table
Saint, clothed 1n the spotless
high, aqd three broad. But instead of directly underneath this accursed mys you?’ I inquired.
Hall, who was “dying for a good old- appeared when the housemaid came in
can hiej» of purity, Isis Chance for the
the child hid away and there was about forming a light for a staircase or room tery.
fashioned coast down hill,” declared.
Oil, run me up aloft masthead ine,
and whispered to Mrs. Miggles, ex a minute and a half as folks was ready
About a week after this a lengthy anything you like, but don’t bury me.’ next Presidency would be no better
beneath it seemed to have been' built
People look at things through such citingly :
than mine, and I know Where I stand
to tear me to pieces promiscuous!”
for the purpose of covering another debate kept me late at the house of
'different lenses.
“ Well,” went on Mr. GRyfing, “to on that supposition. I have never been
“Oh, missus, I ’ve had such a turn !”
“Oh, Peleg!” gasped the dismayed curious object, which occupying nearly commons and, walking home for the
The stage brought in three or four
make a long story short I found that
“A turn you silly goose 1” said the wife.
Ithe whole of the space under the glass sake of fresh air, I found the midsum the conditions of the’ old man’s will consulted about the Presidency, but
'guests for the Bed Owl Tavern that landlady, who tolerated no sentimental
I » Jim Snooks, anyhow, and some
“ Until they found the creetur was was plainly visible through it. This mer dawn breaking as I struck into
night—Mr. Jessup the drummer, who, nonsense with her damsels-in-waiting,
were blinding, and his executors and
times I think it is better to be Jin*
only wax, and some one come in and was a plain white box resembling a sea Park lane, and at that moment I was
'with his bag of samples, had intended what on earth do you mean ?”
myself hit upon the plan o f hoisting
Sno>oks
than to be President.
told
them
that
the
little
lady
had
made
startled
by
observing
in
'the
western
man’s chest more than anything, only
fto make his way to Warwick, the next
the coffin on to the roof of the house.
“ Was it a child in a blue sash and a her way safe down to a farm-house
sky
a
strong
light,
not
due
to
reflected
much larger. It rested upon four legs
post office town, but lie was belated by white frock as was lost ?” said Delinda,
Under certain conditions we found it
1» my township, they stopped Voting'
close by, and was eating her supper or feet which raised it nearly a foot sunrise and ere I had walked another 1 was possible for us legally to do this.
the violence of the storm ; two ladies wildly.
for Jackson years ago, but when elec*
there at that very minute. So then I- from the flat surface of the roof. • It 200 yards I saw—3'es, merciful powers !
in the dress of some Christian Sister
So I dismissed m3' tbree servants em tion day comes round the ranks of both
“ Why, yes. Didn't 3’ou hear the had to tell’em the whole story and all
was a creamy white and varnished, and it was ray house that was on fire!
hood, who were en route for the new naan say so ?”
ployed a country undertaker, my old parties are ufinally as solid as the pyra*
about Pet. And I vow if they didn’t apparently not being intended to open
hospital at Plumshoro’: and Peleg
I can scarcely record what followed ; ship’s carpenter, and a foreign glazier, mids of Egypt, awd 1 try to be solid
“ With blue eyes, and hair as yellow every one of’em send her a dollar bill,
any more than its glass covering had I only knew that somehow I found my in order that the matter should not he too, but somehow or another, fry with
Pepper, who had been lumbering in as buttercups ?’
to start a savings bank account for no hinges or lock to its top or lid.
New Hampshire, with a gang of other
self in the midst of the police and fire talked of in the neighborhood, and per all m3’ might, I can’t alwa3’s swallow
“ Yes, yes 1” cried Mrs. Miggles.
Christmas for her. And here it is— “ Wlfat the deuce is that?” I said to the men ; th’at I explained to tlie chief who
■stalwart giants, and was now on his “ What of it ?”
sonally saw tlie arrangements carried the dose,' It must be peppered andsix dollars! I must wish they’d accuse worthy agent.
way to spend the Christmas week at
I was, and that under his escort I soon ! 0,lt You can now understand my rea- salted to taste, and then I like it rather'
“Then, ma’am, it’s been kidnapped !” me of kidnapping every night if that’s
“Ah I” replied that functionary with ascertained that all the inmates of my sons for not having it meddled with; better. I t ’s this salt and pepper habit
his home, in the Maine wilderness.
said Delinda, with a hysterical whoop.
Mr. Pepper was a modern Hercules, “And that there cruel, flinty-hearted the way I get clear of it. Ha, ha, ha 1’ an odd expression in his face, “that’s house:—m3’ children, their governess, yes, sir and 3’ou can now understand ; that keeps me out of the school board,
So Pet was overjoyed with her doll it, sir 1”
and the servants!—were in safety, and that the conditions of the will must take but.never mind, my great abilities willin a faded and ragged great coat, a red lumberman has got it in his room up
and
P et’s mother with the prospect of
“ What is ‘it’ pray?”
silk handkerchief, tied brigand-wise stairs in a bo-o-ox !”
had been takqp into a neighbor’s at tlie effect. No signs of the coffin or the be duly recognized sooner or later—
a savings-bank book; and altogether,
“ Why, the secret, sir.”
over his ears, and a hat that was an
rear; that as soon as I found this 1to be body even was to be discovered in the then clear tlie track. You .ma3' think
“ W hat?” cried the landlady.
it was just exactly what every one
“The secret? How is it a secret? the case I accompanied still by the ruins of that house. I have had a rigid I am rather late putting in my say on
outrage to civilization, so worn, batter
“Pretty dear! I saw her myself!” wanted it to be—a very merry Christ
What
do you mean ?”
superintendent, mounted to the fop of search made to no purpose f and the old elections, but you-must remember that
ed, and generally dilapidated was it. shrieked the maid. “ Cóme and look
mas 1—Saturday Night.
“
Well,
sir, what is it—what’s it an adjacent residence, whence the fire gentleman’s remains have been con Snooks writes as he’thinks and thoughts
He hung back sheepishly from the cir ma’am, if you don’t believe my words.”
cle around the fire.
men were directing the hose upon the sumed have mingled with mother earth are not always controllable. There is
And in five minutes Peleg Pepper, Grave of th e A uthor of ‘Home meant for—what’s inside of it?”
“Don’t you know?”
flames.
“ I ain’t none of your fine folk, sitting dozing before the kitchen fire,
and the money passes as a matter of a political bee buzzing in my tile, and
Sw eet H om e.”
“No, sir.”
squire,” said he, in reply to the land with his shaggy cap pulled over his
Once on this vantage point my mind course,to the seaman’s hopital. I have whenever it gets warn» up there the
“Dosen’t any one know?”
lord’s hospitable entreaties.
“I ’m a eyes, was seized by half a dozen pairs
reverted to the white chest. Was it not a penny i* the world. What can creature is pi one to interfere with what
Near Carthage, in a lonely spot
“I suppose somebody does, but we still there? Yes; the flames though 3’ou do for me?”
backwoodsman, I be! I ’d rather set of hands.
might be «erased toy pre-arranged
rarely visited, sleeps a wandering mins
in the back kitchen along of the help,
It is not necessary for me to say notions. I sometimes think it is doubt
“E h?” he cried, starting out of his trel of our times, whose one immortal don’t ; we are forbidden to inquire or bursting out from all the windows of
squire
_ ; no offense to -you.”
half-shaped dreams, and mechanically song has been heard everj'where the attempt to find out; if we know, we the upper stories, back and frown had I what I did for Mr. Gayling, but finding ful whether this country will ever be
o lonest Peleg was allowed to keep j putting his hand on the pocket where English language is spoken. Like the should have been able to let the house not yet done more than wrench and by other evidence that his story' was safe befdre I get an office of some kind.long ago.”
in the background.
craek portions of tbe glass case. But substantially correct, . I felt his case But then «here are about 25 just like
in the woods, he usually carried his re roving singers of lovely Provence,
How long has it been there?”
NSister Serenica looked with uneasy volver.
presently amidst tbe roar of the flames was a hard one, certainly a strange one me in my own townsnip, putting it po
many times lie had nothing but his | “A long while, I believe,sir—ten or
glances at Sister Bertina.
there
came a dull, heavy rumble for a I and I acted, I hope not ungenerously litically,—of course I ’m the fetes« of
“Villain ?” roared Miggles. “ Wretch 1’ harp. John Howard Payne was a gay
fifteen
years.
Before
my
time.”
“I hope it is all right,” said she.
moment,
awd then, with a tremendous I toward him,
the bunch. So I still believe there is
screamed Mrs. Miggles. “ Fiend in
“But who put it up?”
“But he has a villainous face,” Whis human shape 1” roared the damsel ; Bohemian, extravagant in taste, lavish
crash, the roof fell in. With it went I
a
faint, glimmering ray of hope for
in expenditure ; living much too much
“ Well, Mr. Gayling we suppose; no the glass-case and the now charred and
pered Sister Bertina.
I* Miss Blinking at home ?’r asked Snooks,-and in «he mean time T ato a
while all the tavern-help joined in the “ ’mid pleasures and palaces,” yet with
! Mr. Sanders- of the Irish girl- who friend to everybody, politically, and
body seems to know exactly when it Blackened chest ieself.
“There were highwaymen in the general hue-and-cry.
a vein of sadness down deep in his appeared there.”
White Mountains last summer, sugges
But good1heavens! what was it that answered the ring at the door.- “Yes, will confer arty number of favors upon
“ W hat’s the matter?” said Peleg heart. He died while holding office of
ted Sister Serenica.
“But
the'
servants,”
I
protested
“they
I looked down upon? I turned my face I b’lave she is sir.” “Is. slier engaged? 1 my neighbors, providing they don’t
Pepper. “What has happened ?.”
Consul, and a plain marble slab, sent surely must know.”
“ Oh, but this is such of an out of
away for ® moment with a shudder for “An’ is it engaged you say T Faith, an’ Want mone37. In the latter contingency
“Bring the poor little innocent down
“ Oh! I have heard there were none «here protruding through the splintered I can’t tell ye, S ir; but she kissed Mr. I ’m out.
the way place,” urged Sister B ertina; at once,” said Mrs. Miggles. “ She’s out by the Government of the United
Yours Respectfully,
and the landlord has such a good hon been drugged, or she’d never lie there States, marks the grave of the home in the house at the tim e; they were all fragments of its once creamy-white Vincent last evening as if she had no«
J im S nooks ,
less man, sixty years a wanderer on
est face.”
so still and peaceable. Confess your this earth, the author of “Home, Sweat dismissed just before it was put up. wooden case was a huge leaden coffin, seen the like uv him, an’ it’s engaged I
Tlie world of fools has such a store,
Mr. Gayling never keep® Many servants which in its turn melting and bursting b’lave they are Sir,”
Very true,” said Sister Serenica. crime, and p ’raps the squire’ll let you
Home.”
«hat
he who would not see an ass, must
sometimes he has only one, sometimes
“But the man may have confederates off easy 1 Though what could have put
Are you- a subscriber to this paper ? stay at home, bolt his door and break
On* winter he was without money or none. Nobody lives in the house when with the heat displayed within the un*
mistakable form of a shrouded corpse 1 If not, do-not steal your neighbor’s.

A MERRY CHRISTMAS.
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E. S. MOSER, Editor and Proprietor.
T hursday, Decem ber 21 , 1882,
P resident Gowen is making active
preparations to re-organize the Read
ing Railroad Company. Whether he
will be successful in taking it from the
hands of the Receivers or not, remains
to be seen

T he beautiful depot at' Collegeville
still stands as a monument of economi
cal genius. The Perkiomen Railroad
Company ought to feel proud of it.
The citizens are not proud of it, but
the citizens do not constitute the cor
poration. -That’s the difference.
Mr. A lbert B romer, of Schwenksville, takes exceptions to our answer
to his question, and sends us a some
what formidable document in explana
tion of his views upon the subject dis
cussed last week. We are sorry the
article came too late for publication
this week. Next week Mr. Bromer
shall be heard.
T he Pacific coast is not yet ruined.
There is now a lively demand for white
labor on new railways, owing to the
incompetency of Chinese for heavy
work. It is said that one able bodied
white man can do the work of three
or four Chinamen. The tune against
poor Chinaman ought to switch off in
another direction.
T he world moves, and rumor has it
that General Hartranft, the great and
illustriousex-Governor of the Keystone
State, is to have a seat in A rthur’s
Cabinet. Does the Cabinet need brains,
or has it too much of one kind and not
enough of another. What a weighty
Cabinet President Arthur will have, if
rumor proves to be correct, afterwhile !
T he season is here when the rich, or
the well-to-do, can perform deeds of |
charity that will stand out in bold re
lief against the “multitude of sins.”
But, give because the giving will eheer
and gladden the hearts of those leas
furtunate in life. Deeds of benevolence,
when bestowed upon worthy objects of
charity, are like words of love, shining
brighter and brighter as time rolls on.
are boys in every college who
:seein to think that because they are
-college students they are considerably
:above the law, and not amenable to re-strictions that apply to other boys.
Possible the young men of Yale who
spent the other night in the New Haven
lockup, and in the morning were ar
ranged in the Police Court and fined
for their drunken disturbances, have
•changed their minds on this important
¡subject.
T here

N. W. A yer & S on , Advertising
Agents, Philadelphia, recently issued
their American Newspaper Annual. It
is an excellent book of its kind, con
taining the names of all newspapers
and periodicals published in the.United
States and Canada, besides many other
valuable features. N. W. Ayer & Co.,
are to-day the foremost advertising
agents in the United States and fully;
merit the success achieved by their
well-directed business energy.
Sixteen persons were injured in Manayunk by the burning of the Enterprise
mills. Threedfthe unfortunate operators
were expeeted to die. Had there been
fire-escapes attached to the building,
no one would have been seriously injur
ed. Why was there no fire escapes ?
Because the sentiment against the
slaughter of human beings whenever a
mill is destroyed by fire, only lasts
about twenty-four hours. A.couple of
years of practice in the way of sending
negligent mill proprietors to the peniten
tiary would be worth years of senti
ment.
T he Rev. J. Fletcher Wilcox became
pastor of the Christian Church in Chi
cago, wifih the understanding that, in
lieu of salary, he should be permitted
to preach whatever doctrines he pleased.
This arrangement proved a failure on
th® first trial. In his opening sermon
he told the congregation that the
righteous would literally inherit the
earth for a thousand years, and that
the wicked would be utterly destroyed
at death. He was informed by a comniittee on the following clay that the
church could not listen to such a belief
and that his pastorate was ended.
A n English medical journal does not
agree with those who would do away
altogether with tobacco instead of mak
ing temperate use of it. The writer
says : “We live in times in which the
custom is to denounce . as deleterious
everything which happens to he pleas
ant. Man could probably live without
tobacco, as he formerly did without
clothes; but the fact' that both these
luxuries are in the nature of comforts
should not necessarily spur us into
action against either of them.”

CHRISTMAS 1
The most prominent of all holidays 1
The most conspicuous season of the
year 1 Let us greet Christmas time with
glad hearts, with feelings of respect
and reverence for the “ Glad Tidings”
proclaimed in the glorious mission
of “ Peace on Earth and Good Will to
Men.”
Human life is shaped, influenced, to
a greater or less extent by the force of
eiremnstances that, from some reason
or other, surround it. Our thoughts
and actions are controlled by multi
plied causes, but no two conditions
which enter into our existence are of
greater relative im portance than joy
and sorrow. To-day we bask in the
sanshine of surrounding joys, and the
higher and nobler our joy, the more
'6 ur lives are strengthened to withstand
the penetrating sorrows that may cross
our pathway to-morrow. While dark
clouds hover above us, and our spirits
are depressed, we can still remember
that behind the clouds the sun of light
and cheer still shines, only awaiting
the departure of the ominous mess
engers to reflect its rays of warmth
and joy into our souls.
And without
darkness we cannot appreciate light,
and without experiencing the keen
pangs of sorrow we cannot realize the
fulness of joy. These two conditions,
in various forms, enter into our every
day existence, but it is well to have
special seasons of joy since we must
undergo special times of sorrow.
“Joy to the world” has been echoing
down the centuries since the auspicious
event which gave to mankind the best
religious and moral guide posts of the
present and past ages. The funda
mental principles of righteous action
and moral principle are wrapped up in
the works and teachings of the Saviour,
and the grand preeepts of his life will
continue to bless the world, and in a
broader, more generous and charitable
sense, in the future than in the past,
we believe.
Christmas, therefore, should be the
grandest and most ennobling occasion
of joy. Our lives can only be fashioned
after the ideal by elevating our thoughts
from the ordinary avocations of life to
the realm of our higher nature. Let
us welcome Christmas Day with hearts
of joy, with thoughtful minds, and may
the festivities of the season and the
ultimatum of our meditations tend to
better our lives.

America, crossing into the United
States west of Lake Superior and then
spreading eastward to the Atlantic, a
comparatively moderate temperature
often prevails along the Pacific coast.
The telegraph has enabled men to send
warnings ahead of storms and other
approaching meteorological changes,
but the science of the weather remains
to be mastered.

defeated. With the exception of Mr.
Cannons of Illinois, who. wants the mass
of the present collection of books
burned up so as to leave room for the
remainder in the present library, every
body acknowledges the pressing neces
sity of a new library building. But
there has long been a suspicion of job
bery about the proposition to buy a
building site east of the Capitol, and,
whether this suspicion is just or unjust,
there is a very general feeling in Cong
ress that it is absurd and wasteful for
the Government to buy land in Wash
ington when it ovVns a great many acres
of public reservations, enough to con
tain all the public buildings which will
he required for two centuries to come.
The two blocks of ground on Capitol
Hill, upon which the committee pro
posed to locate the new building were
bought up some time ago by specula
tors and all the owners of neighboring
property joined them in the effort to
get the building located there at an ex
pense of $2 ,000,000 or so for the site.

OUR W A S H IN G T O N L E T T E R .
W ashington, D. C., Dec. 19,1882.
Since tariff revision, revenue reduction
and reform measures occupy so much
attention now, and the question as to
what will actually be dona is involved
in so much doubt, it is interesting to
note the views of leading men in both.
Houses of Congress. There is a grow
ing conviction among Republicans that
something ought to be done with the
tariff at this session, nor is there any
abatement of their original, determi
Spot.
nation to reduce internal taxes. Sena
tor Harrison says he regards the cre Senator-E lect Sutton on the Presi
ation of the tariff Commission as “a
dency of th e Senate.
confession that the tariff needs revision”
The following extract from a letter
—although a great many other people
have regarded it as a scheme to avoid of Senator-elect W. Henry Sutton, of
or postpone revision. Mr. Dawes is in Montgomery county, written by him
favor of abolishing all internal'revenue
taxes, except those on liquors, tobacco in reply to another letter received from
and bank circulation, and further of a Senator John G. Hall, may interest a
reduction of the tariff to the lowest number of his constitutents.
possible point which will enable it, to
“I am in receipt of your favor of the
gether with the internal revenue, to 11th inst., in regard to the Presidency
“furnish the requirements of the Sink pro tern, of the Senate. I am entirely
ing Fund and the strictest economy of uncommitted and desire to do that
current expenditures.” He seems to which is best for the State and all con
think “the tariff could be reduced $ 1,- cerned.
*
*
*
*
*
000,000,000, by a proper adjustment
I think we owe a great deal to the
between free raw material and dutiable Independent Republicans, and feel in
manufactures so that ‘American indus clined to pay the debt as the oppor
tries would be stronger for the revision.” tunity offers. If the Independent Re
Senator Frye says that internal taxes, publicans will indicate their choice I
except those on spirits and tobacco, shall be inclined to support it.
should be repealed, and that “the neces
I am opposed to our bossism, I am
sity of tariff revision is imperative.” also opposed to encouraging the Stal
Representative Kasson favors the en warts by so acting as to drive the Inde
largement of the reductions provided pendents back into the fold of Cameron.
for by the pending Internal Revenue If the Independents still have the cour
bill—not, however so as to include dis age of their convictions, and will neither
tilled spirits. Senator Sherman pro touch, taste nor handle the unclean
poses the repeal of internal taxes, ex spirit of Stalwartism, they should be
cept those on spirits, tobacco and beer. honored and respected for so doing. As
Nothing has occured here to give a they in the last campaign showed they
more gratifying evidence that the judi could disregard the prospects of party
cial' branch of our Government has at success when devoted to the overthrow
last bidden farewell to sectionalism and of bossism, so it will not be an un
subordinated party and personal preju worthy part for us to act if we follow
dice and patriotism than does the re this example and disregard mere
cent decision of the Supreme Court in partisan feeling. If the choice is between
the suit of the Lee heirs to recover the the success of Stalwartism and the suc
Arlington estate now a vast Union cess of the Independents, then I am
burying ground. The estate was sold for the Independents all the time,
by the Government during the war for
Yery Respectfully,
non-payment of taxes. Although the
W . H enry S utton .
amount of the tax was tendered, the
Tax Commissioners took the ground
Killed H im self for Love.
that they would not receive the amount
from any one but the owner in person ; MARRIED AN OCTOROON AND COMMITTED
and as the owner General Lee, was in
SUICIDE BECAUSE NOT PERMITTED
command in the Rebel army, he could
LIV E W ITH HER.
not or would not appear.. The Court
P ittsburg, December 15.-—Several
W h e n J oshua H a l l , of Georgia, was now holds tha the Commissioners had days ago a report was telegraphed from
in the United States Senate he bought no right to impose any condition, that Chicago that James Matthews, a young
they were bound to accept payment of
for $ t ,000 an old field lying on the sub the taxes by whomsoever tendered, and man of great promise, formerly of this
city, had committed suicide. To-day
urbs of Washington. He thought little that the sale of the property under the cause of the suicide has leaked out,
of it, but held it as an investment for these circumstances was a taking with and the story is a sad one of miscege
his children. The British Minister out compensation from which the Con nation, suicide and possibly a legal
built a fine residence in the quarter in stitution protects everybody not con fight for the remains of the young man.
victed of crime. Four of the Judges
which this land was situated, made it —Waite, Gray, Bradley and Wood— His parents, who are well-to-do, respec
table people, reside in Allegheny City.
a fashionable district and Mr. Hill’s dissent, but their opinions have not yet The son, about a year ago, became ac
purchase is now estimated to be wprth been published. Of course the Lee quainted with and married a handsome
heirs will not now obtain possession of octoroon. This was a severe blow to
$250,000.
the estate, and do not seek it, but they the parents, who had expected better
A ccording to a comprehensive sta will have to get its value from Congress things of the young man, and they at
and a movement to that end has al
tistical return lately published in Ger ready been taken by Senator Edmunds. once set to work to bring about a sepa
ration. In this they were unsuccessful.
many, there are in Europe ninety-two
Speaking of reform, about the most As a last resort they induced the young
cities with more than 100,000 inhabi practical case of it inauguration here is man to go to Chicago, on the'plea that
tants, but of which four capitals show the recent change in the National Re he would thus better his financial con
each over a million population, as fol publican, which is now the brightest dition.
and best daily Washington ever had.
The wife remained at her home in
lows: London, 8,832,440 : Paris, 2,225,- Assistant Postmaster General Hatton Allegheny,
receiving frequent letters
910; Berlin, 1,122,500; Vienna, 1,103,- is the boss of the concern, but the from her husband, all of them couched
110. Out of the ninety-two cities and managing editor is Mr. C. A. Snowdqn in terms of fond endearment. Finally
towns referred to, England claims 26, late of the Chicago Times, a man who he became despondent and wrote that
possesses ideas and knows the difference
Germany 16, Italy 11, Farnce 10, and between an organ and a newspaper. he would rather die than be separated
from the only woman he loved. The
Russia 8. The others are divided among ■Another reform which came near being next news was that he had committed
thé smaller States. There were in the adopted the other day is the propo suicide. The body is now on the way
United States in 1880 twenty cities sition of Congressman Murch to in to this city and the octoroon wife
having 100,000 inhabitants and upward. struct the Commissioner of Agriculture avows her determination to obtain pos
to substitute plain English for scientific session of it for burial, even if she has
terms in the preparation of his reports. to resort to legal process. She has
D r . I I e a r n e , a colored physician of There are many plain people who will
considerable property and many friends
Skipworth, Miss., was called one night agree that not even the civil service is who have stood by her during her
recently to see a patient who was suf in more crying need of reform than is marital trouble. One child is the fruit
fering from a lame leg. He decided the language and terms employed in of the union—a bright little fellow,
some of the documents printed a t pub
that the man' had a lizard in his leg, lic expense for the information of the who bears a striking resemblance to
his father.
and that the limb must come off. The people.
The agitation of measures for reve A L a d ’s F a ta l F a ll W h ile Skating.
expected lizard was not found, but the
Doctor rose to the occasion, and nue reduction is bringing to Wash
A llentown, December 15.—John D.
promptly declared that it was an invisi- ington three very powerful reinforced Gardner aged 12 years, a son of Rev.lobbies, representing the iron, whiskey
able phenomenon.
This physician and tobbaceo interests. Of course it is G. F. Gardner, a Lutheran clergyman,
ought to study politics, with a view of too early to predict what is likely to with a number pf other boys, was ska
ting on Martin’s pond, in the southern
philosophizing with defeated candidates. be done with any of these interests, part of the city, when he fell and his
If he couldn’t tell what ailed them, he and in spite of the evident purpose to head struck a stone, causing a fracture
could make a guess, and a guess is deal with the'various subjects it would of the base of the skull and concussion
be safest perhaps .to hazard the opinion of the brain. His companions carried
comforting at times.
that no appreciable result will be reached him to the bank, thinking he was only
simply from lack of agreement. But
I r is a remarkable fact that both representatives of' all the interests in stunned, but after gasping several times
he died. The body was carried to
branches of Congress have met for volved are here, to say nothing o f the Muhlenburg College, which he attended
usual
train
of
camp
followers
and
lob
business on every working day of the
and thence taken to the home of his
present session up to date. Heretofore byists, endeavoring to influence action parents.
their particular way—that is in thé way
the way has been to postpone the get which will enable them to pocket the
Killed on th e Rail.
ting ready to go to work until after greatest amount of profit. Thé whiskey
the new year should be ushered in with interest .want a reduction of the tax, TWO LADIES AND THEIR ESCORT RUN DOWN
appropriate festivities. But the House but they want an extension of the timev
BY A LOCOMOTIVE NEAR ALTOONA.
for holding spirits in bond a great deal
has already passed four of the appro more, while nothing short of a com
A ltoona, Dec. 15.—Mr. Parks and
priation bills, and-seems disposed to go plete wiping out of the tax on tobacco L. Cameron and two sisters, Flora and
straight ahead with the work before it. will suit the representation of that in Alice Ermire, were returning from
What a mighty teacher public senti terest. The iron lobbies will be perfect prayer meeting about nine o’clock last
and were walking down the rail
ment is, after a ll! A year ago members ly Willing to assist the whiskey and to night
bacco men in making their points, but road track to the girls’ home, about
of Congress were scrambling for plunder they will elevate their voice the min half a mile below Tipton, near this
and now there appears to be a neck and ute anything is said or done about cut city. They were on the north track,
neck racé for Reform: Reform is the ting down the tariff on the metal in when a west-bound train approached
which they operate- The have organ and they took to the middle track. At
word.
ized for war and they mean business. the same time a train passed on the
track, east. While hedged in
I t sounds odd to hear that while in Meanwhile those patriots about Wash south
ington who are ready to help every closely between the two trains a rapManitoba, Dakota, Minnesota, and else body to impress their views upon Cong inly-moving locomotive approaehed
where, in the West the mercury is many ress, for a consideration, welcome the them and struck the whole party at the
degrees below zero, Oregon and coming of all these interests with money same moment, killing three of them in
stantly. One of the men lived a_few
Washington Territory are suffering to spend.
minutes, but was unable, to speak. The
After
all
the
agitation
for
three
or
from destructive floods. The Rocky
four years upon the sbject of a new other young man’s body was caught in
Mountains appear to mark the boun building for the Congressional Library the machinery under the pilot in sueh
dary between two climates; and while the bill brought forward by the House a manner that it was found necessary
cold waves pour down from British Library Committee has been practically to take off the pilot to get his remains.

One of the young ladies had a beauti
ful head of blonde hair, which was com
pletely torn from the scalp and threads
of it were mingled with the different
parts of the machinery under the en
gine. Before the other young lady’s
body could be got out one of her arms
had to' be cut off.
William Hockenberry, aged 18 years,
a son -of Uriah Hockenberry, of this
city, was killed on the Connellsville
division of the Baltimore and Ohio
Railroad yesterday morning. His re
mains were brought to this city this
evening. He was employed as a brakeman.
***“ Figures are not always facts,”
hut the incontrovertible facts concern
ing Kidney-Wort are better than most
figures. For instance : “I t is curing
everybody’’writes adruggist. “ KidneyWort is the most popular medicine we
sell.” It should be by right, for no
other medicine has sueh specific action
on the liver, bowels and kidneys. Do
not fail to try it.

Harness Emporium,
Upper Providence Square Pa.,

Furniture! Furniture! Furniture!
CARPETS! CARPETS! CARPETS!
O ill-C loths !

O il-C loths !

O il-C loths

W indow Shades! W indow Shades!
S T O G S I

.A .

I

¡g lP T H R E E FLOORS W ELL FILLED.

Beautiful Waluut and Ash Chamber Suits,
Spi, Raw Sill and Hair-Clotl, Parlor Suite,--Hew Desips.

TAPESTRY, INGRAIN, RAG, HEMP,
AND STA IR CA R PETS *

SPRING- M A T T R E S S E S
Of the Most Durable and Comfortable Kind to fit any Bed.
WINDOW SHADES, LACE CURTAINS, DRAPERIES, and CORNICES,
F o r s a l e a n d p u t u p , w h e n d e s ir e d .
Our Stock has been selected w i t h
that care and judgment that will warrant us to guarantee it to be as represented.
Come and learn prices.

JOHN G. DETWILIR Proprietor. G . W . O Z IA S , J r ., T r a p p e , F a .
[Successor to Jos. G. Gotwals]

G IL B E R T ’S DRUG STORE
COLLEGEVLSLE, FA.
Linimsnt for Frosted Feet, Sprains, Rheumatism, &c., &c.
The undersigned takes pleasure in announc
ing to the public that he is prepared to fill all
orders for Harness at short notice and at reason
able prices. GOOD MATERIAL and WORK
MANSHIP. A full stock of

COUGH -

S trictly P u re S p ices,

LAMPS, LANTERNS, &C.
GSt Head lig h t Oil!

B L A N K E T S,
TOP-COVERS,
IMPROVED COLLARS,
W H IPS, Ac., Ac.
All kinds of Harness Oil, and a supply of all
kinds of goods pertaining to the business.
Repairing done in the best manner. Satisfac
tion guaranteed to all.

John &. Detwiler.
Will Increase!} & Improves Facilities

F R E S H ! G R O C E R IE S I
COFFEES, TEAS, SPICES,

C A N N E D F R U IT , B R IF B F R U IT , &C.

Syrups and Sugars, Frash and purs.
F ull S tock of N otions , H o s ie r y ; & c .

FOR HANDLING

GRAIN,FLOOR, FEED & COAL, fc
We will sell on a small margin

CHOICE FA M ILY FLO U R,
Corn, Outs, «hop Corn,
LINSEED MEAL, BRAN, best quality
SCHUYLKILL COAL UNDER COVER
Call and see for yourself or write for sample
and prices.

F. W . W ethsrill & Co.,
ARCOLA MILLS.
N . B. G R IST

- CANDY.

Collegeville P. O.
W O R K SO LIC ITE D .

The Best Cigars and Tobacco,

B O O T ’S

JL IE Y ID S H O E S

For all kinds of wear lias been judiciously selected, and will be disposed of a t
bottom figures. Repairing done. Goods delivered free. Patronage
kindly solicited.

F. B. RUSHONCf, Trappe, Pa.
1882.

1882.

Quick Sales.

At The

Small Profits.

CORNER STORE,
You will find at all times a large and well selected Stock o f

D r y G o o d s a u d M o tio n s.
HAS BEEN PROVED
T he SURBST CURE for

!i

Gents' Furnishing Goods, Gents' whole suits made to order; $5,00 and upwards,
from a large Stock o f plain and fancy Cassimeres and Worsteds.

p p U E Y _ D I S E A S E S . ||

PURE FRESH

Doss a lame 'oaok or cUsordensd m in e io di- C
sate that j o a are aviotim ? TXJSi't DO 1-O—
11■
£! HD3ITAl-Il; n-e JXiiaey-Wqrt at once; <irns- ,
Wii-lots reoommend iO and it ■wiilsneecli.y oycr-j,
:omo the disease a od restore healthy action, j

R

--- - "

10

G R O C E R I E S ,
Full Line o f the Best Q U EEN SW AR E, G LA SSW A R E , WOODund W IL L O W
W ARE, HARD W ARE - nd O U T L E R Y.

B oots & S h oes D irect from the F a cto ry .
<jÖR^$->8L',.-.-*

PAINTS

AND

OILS.

By Constantly adding new goods I am able to keep up a good selection.

J O S . €U G O T W A L S ,

UNDAY PAPERS.
S'
The different Philadelphia Sunday papers will
be delivered to those wishing to purchase along
the line of Collegeville, Freeland and Trappe,
every Sunday morning,

P. O. Address, Phoenixville, Penn’a.

Upper Providence Square, Montg. Co.

H3NRY YOST,
News Agent,

Collegeville.

B L A C K 8 M IT H IN G
The undersigned having located at Keelor’s
Smith Shop, a short distance west of Trappe,
will, take pleasure in executing all kinds of
Blacksmitliing work at short notice
Horse
shoeing, Jobbing &c. Special attention given to
Carriage and wagon ironing. Having had an
experience of over 20 years at the business we
feel confident of giving satisfaction to customers.
Patronage solicited.

F. S. FREDERICKS.
AUDITOR’S NOTICE.
In the Orphans’ Court of Montgomery county.
Estate of Sarah Clevenstine, late of Upper Provi
dence, Montgomery County, deceased. The un
dersigned Auditor appointed by said Court to
make distribution of the balance remaining in
the hands of John B. Dettra, surviving adminis
trator of said estate, hereby gives notice that he
•will meet all parties interested, for the purpose
of his appointment, at his office, No. 5 Airy
street, Norristown, Pa., on Friday the 22nd day
of December, 1882, at 10 o’clock, a. m., when
and where said parties are requested to attend. ...
IRWIN P. WANGER, Auditor.

F a rm ersI
If you want free sample copies of the largest
and best agricultural paper in the country, write
yours and your neighbor’s names on a postal
card and mail it to Farmers’ Friend Pub. Co.,
Smith Bend, Ind. Price 50 cents a year and
Premiums to every subscriber.

HEADM AN’S
MAGNETIC LIMMTNT !
A most reliable remedy for the speedy and
Certain enre of Rheumatism, Sprains, Bruises,
Neuralgia, Headache, Toothache, Stiff Joints,
Sores, Pain in the Side, Back or Limbs, Cuts,
Burns or Scalds, Sure Throat, Frosted Feet, Soft
Corns, Chapped Hands, Mumps, Quinsy, Bites
or Stings of Insects, Poison from Plants, Cramps
Colic, Diarrhoea, and all cases where there is
pain or distress
Ig y T h e Magnetic Liniment will give Speedy
Relief, if applied to the parts affected..jgai
Sold by all Druggists and Dealers in Medicines
generally.

Price 25 Cents per Bottle,

A t G. F. 1!unsicker's Store R a h n Station is unsurpassed in V ariety,
Q uality ¿¡nd Price. W e mention the princip.il D e partm ents:

GROCERIES:

D R Y G O O D S.

We always keep a full and earefully
selected stock of Fresh Pure Groceries,
so that every customer mav make Satis
factory purchases,. Coffee, Sugars,
Teas, Spices, canned fruits, of the best
Produce; Apples, sweet and white pota
toes, &c. &c «fee., “ Eat drink and be
Merry,” and remember that we can sup
ply you.
_^ ’

You will always find us prepared to
fully equip you with Dry Goods of all
descriptions, qualities and prices. An
enumeration is not necessary here. We
will only mention, the latest calico
prints, Calico remnants (that we are
selling; at a great sacrifice). Dress
Goods;—latest patterns.' Cassimeres.
Sheetings—full width—bleached and un
bleached: Tickings, &c &c, Remember
the fact, and profit by paying us a visit.

Clothesand Cassimers:
We are selling excellent Cloths and
Cassimers at first cost. If you want a
bargain here is a chance. They are
goods in Stock from last year and we
desire to dispose of them as soon as pos
sible. Also a well selected stock of the
latest styles of Clothes and Cassimers at
prices that will surprise you for cheap
ness. Suits made to order. If you need
clothing we will clothe you, and you
will be happy.

Our stock of rakes, forks, shovels &c.
is not surpassed anywhere out side of
the large towns. Seed time is here, and
harvest approaching, and before pur
chasing your implements call and see
our stock and learn our prices. Our
object is not merely to sell you one bill,
but to secure your regular patronage by
fair dealing.
-------- :0—*0 :---------

Dealers will find it for sale also by SMITH,
KLINE & CO., 309 and 311 North 3d street,
Philadelphia.
JjdS’SS.ly.

,

We can give you no adequate idea of
the stock and variety of Notions, you
must call, see for yourself and be con
vinced. Silk Handkerchiefs from 25
cents to $1.25. White handkerchiefs, 6
for 25. Full stock of Ladies’ and Gent’s
neckwear. Please remember us. when
in need.

C a lic o e s i
New stock of Calicoes; choicest and
latest prints. Ghinghams in variety.
For quality style and price, we are
bound to excel. Come and see us.
No trouble to show goods. Special bar
gains in remnant calicoes, of which we
have a large stock on hand.

----—:0—0:------

STOCKINGS a i HOSIERY:
The largest stock of Stockings and
Hosiery outside of Philadelphia. Stock
ings from 5 cents up. Stockings that
were sold at 15 to 20 cents per pair are
selling at l0 cents. We can supply you
with any variety or specialty that you
may desire, so give us a call.

Remember that our Stock of Crockery and Queensware is
the largest in this section of the county. Any
thing that you may desire we can supply
you with at bottom figures.
We extend our heartiest thanks to the public for the liberal patronage that we have
received in the past, and seek the present method of extending an invitation to all, old

customers and new, to further favor us with their patronage.

G . F . H U N S IC K E R ,

Prepared and for sale by

P. M. HEADMAN, Peistart P i

:-----------

n o t i o n s

In variety. Men’s boots for $1.75—
the best for the fboney in the market.
Rubbers, Overshoes, <fce., for men, wo
men and children.
Ladies and childrens’ shoes and gait
ers of all styles, at almost wholesale
cost. We can supply everybody, young
and old, with ju st what may be wanted
in this department, and don’t forget us
when in need

' --- H ¿0—0:------

IM P L E 0M0 E N T S
-----------: —

S o o ts & S h oes

Iron Bridge P. O.

Kahn Station Pa.,

under his feet. The worst of the mat Hom e F lash es and S tray Sparks
Christm as Festivities!
While they were scrambling about and
SPUING and
'M .
ter is, that the doctors can do nothing
F rom Abroad.
AJ
Elaborate preparations have been laughing the ice for a space of a dozen
SUM M ER
for him. Time and youth and a fair
feet
about
them
gave
way
and
down
made by the Reformed and Lutheran
.A S î;
—A Merry Christmas to all!
constitution may work something in
they
went
to
the
bottom.
T hursday, D ecem ber 21, 1882.
The
largest assortment, lowest prices, a n d
Sunday Schools, this place, to render
his favor, but he can never recover his
L A T E S T S T Y L E S . The only place to find a
Where they went down the water is
—Our home guards are brave 1
the festivities of the Christmas season
full line of Mens’
old state of health, such as he enjoyed
TERMS:—?1.25 PER YEAR, IN ADVANCE.
between six and seven feet deep. On
—Our Christmas turkey is roosting especially pleasant and satisfactory. coming to the surface the children
previous to that fatal 2d of November.
high—so high that he is almost beyond The festival of the first mentioned fought and struggled desperately.
This paper has a larger circulation
school will be held on Saturday even
Our thanks are due Senator-elect reach.
in this section o f the county than any Wm. EL.Sutton for a copy of the Di
ing next, and that of the last named Clinging to the cakes of ice, they
in Pottstown. Agent for Knox’es Hats, ttie
—A young man who will walk 10 on Christmas evening. The attendance screamed for help at the top of their
other paper published. As an adver rectory of the Senate, containing names
Globe Shirt and Celluloid Collars, cuffs,
voices.
Yiolet
Barker
and
Johanna
miles
every
week
to
see
his
love’y
dove’y
on both joyous occasions should be
tising medium the “Independent” ranks of members and heads of departments.
Carey
appeared
to
have
remained
under
ought to have just the nicest kind of a large, and no doubt will. The schol
E s U . R o o t ,
among the most desirable papers, having
The commissioners of this county Christmas present.
ars and teachers and others who hav# the water, for those who escaped did
217 High Street, Pottstown Pa.
a large and steadily increasing circula will meet on Saturday, December 23d,
taken the time and pains in preparation not see them come up. When the ice
—Blow
gently,
ye
breezes
of
Christbroke
the
children
on
shore
and
several
tion in various localities throughout the to appoint a Mercantile Appraiser for
for these festivals deserve at least the
USTATE NOTICE.
the county. Henry B. Bossart, of mastide.
encouragement of a large gathering of young women who were with them
county.
were so terrified that, instead of offer
Pottstown, is an applicant for the po
Estate of Charles Star, late of Perkiomen
—Diphtheria has broken out in Phoe parents and friends. Ring the Christ ing to assist those in the pond, they
It is the aim o f the editor and pub sition.
township, Montgomery county, deceased.
mas
bells
merrily
1
nixville
and
an
epidemic
is
apprehend
All persons indebted to said estate are reques
fled screaming toward Queen lane.
lisher to make the “ Independent" one o f
NEV YOKE, 1883.
ted to make immediate payment, and those hav
The farmers and others who have ed.
the best local and general newspapers
A friend at our elbow relates the fol Archibald Lawson, who was working
ing legal claim* against the same, will present
More people have read T h
h e S u n during the
—Rev. A. B. Stoner, of Norristown, lowing humorous incident. His child three or four hundred yards away, was year ju st now pasting than ever before since it them without delay in proper order for settle
in the county, or anywhere else, and to ice-houses were busily engaged during
SAMUEL STAR, Trappe P. O.
the past few days in storing away a has been called to the pastorate of ren were playing in the barn. One of the nearest man to the pond He heard was first printed. No"other newspaper published ment to
this end we invite correspondence from splendid stock of ice. When we think Grace Reformed church, Tenth and
JOSEPH L. STAR, Schwenksville P. O.
the cries and ran to the scene of the on this side of the earth has been bought and
them remarked :
Administrators,
in any year by so many men and women.
every section.
of the sweltering days of summer the Dauphin streets, Phila.
accident. When he arrived several of read
“I know who built this barn !”
W e aré cred ib ly in fo rm ed that p eo p le b u y ,
fact presents itself as a very agreeable
, and lik e T h e S u n for th e fo llo w in g reason s,
3W BURGLAR ALARM!
?” inquired the youngest in the children were clinging to the rim of read
PERKIOMEN RAILROAD.
—Silk handkercheifs at Beaver & the“Who
f
one.
ice which surrounded the centre of the a m o n g o t h e r s :
family.
Because its news columns present in attractive
Skellenberger’s
We publish the following schedule gratuitously
The beB t ever invented. Protect y o u r f a m ili e s
“ Why JakeEssig,” replied the know little lake. He dashed boldly into the form and with the greatest accuracy whatever
Paul, an infant son of Dr. J. W.
for the convenience of our readers.
water.
I
t
was
nearly
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deep,
has
interest for humankind; the events, the and your cash against the invasion of b u r g l a r » .
ing
one.
—Young
man
stop
one
moment
and
It
must be seen to be appreciated.
Royer,
this
place,
died
Sunday
night.
Passenger trains leave Collegevill Station as
deeds and misdeeds, the wisdom, the.philosophy,
“ Christ was born in a barn !” re but he managed to land his children, the
JOHN G. DETWILER, U. Providence Square.
follows :
notable
folly,
the
solid
sense,
the
improving
The remains of the little one were in think. Whither are you drifting?
Alice and Samuel, before policeman nonsense—all the news of the busiest world at Sole Agent for Upper Providence.
*
FOR PH IL A D EL PH IA AND POINTS SOUTH.
terred in the Luther&n cemetery on Towards future well-being or future marked another.Smith, May and Hoskins came up, present revolving in space.
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?”
woe?
The
fires
of
youth
when
damp
M ilk............................................................... 6.06 a.m. Tuesday.
Dr. Bomberger held brief
Because people have learned that in Its remarks
broke through the shore ice and saved
OR SALE.
Accommodation............................................8.25 a.m.
ened by unbridled passions, become chimed in the youngest.
concerning persons and affairs TnE S u n makes a F
M arket...........................................................1.25 p.m. service at the house.
five
other
nearly
exhausted
little
ones.
Of course an explanation followed.
a mere mass of blackened ruins. Shun
practice of telling them the exact truth to the
Accomodation...............
4.45 p. m.
People came running from all direc best of its ability three hundred and sixty-five
House and Lot in Collegeville, situated n e a r
Rev. Dr. C. Z. Wiser has published the siren who tempts you with her al
T O R ALLENTOW N AND PO IN TS NORTH AND WEST.
tions
and before the bodies of the days in the year, before election as well as after, the public school house. For further particu
On
the
Rampage.
M a il.......................................
.7.44 a. m. a Monograph of New Goschenhopen luring bait, as you would a viper, or
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apply to
A. D. FETTEROLF,
about
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as
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in
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drowned were laid upon the banks’ face of dissent as plainly and fearlessly as when
Accomodation....................................— 2.14 a. m. and Great Swamp Reformed churches, reap the consequences of the sting.
Collegeville, Pa.
Several
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ago
Jacob
Bidler,
half an hour later, fully 3,000 surroun supported by general approval. T h e S u n has
M arket...........................................................8.13 p.m. of which he is now pastor. It makes
formerly
of
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hired
with
Accommodation..................................... 6.41 p. m.
absolutely no purposes to serve, save the infor
—Christopher Fennally of Boston
ded the place.
a book of 1(56 pages, and covers a
mation of its readers and the futlierauce of the FOR SALE.
SUNDAYS— SOUTH.
wrote: “I am about to appear in front Dr. J. Warren Royer, this place, and
common
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period
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“The
most
brilliant
shades
pos
M ilk. . . t ........................................................ 6.56 a.m.
of my Maker.” But he was mistaken,
Because it is everybody’s newspaper. No man
A Good Dwelling House, at Collegeville, ea
Accomodation......................
5.12 p. m.
workman,
being
attentive
to
duty
;
sible,
on
all
fabrics
are
made
by
the
is so humble that T h e S u n is indifferent to his Reasonable Terms. Inquire of
Bill Cregar was arrested on Thurs for the twenty-two knife wounds which
NORTH.
welfare and his rights. No man is so rich that
and
beyond
an
occasional
demonstra
Diamond
Dyes.
Unequalled
for
bril
he
proceeded
to
inflict
upon
himself
J. SHELLY WEINBERGER,
it can allow injustice to bfe done him. No man,
Accommodation........................................... 9.85 a.m. day last at his residence at Aeoru
tion of harmless eccentricity, including liancy and durability. 10 cts.
Guardian of Lillie Raysor.
no association of men', is powerful enough to be
Milk...............
6.06 p. m. Station by Constable Potter of North failed to kill.
a
rather
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the
tongue,
exempt
from
the
strict
application
of
its
princi
—Ninety-five
turkeys
have
been
pur
Wajes. A. S. Jenkins issued the war
Philadelphia Produce Market.
P U B L IC S A L E
ples of right and wrong.
he would pass through the world as an
The number of lodgers at the big rant, which charges him with receiving chased for the Christmas dinner at the ordinary mortal. But on Monday Jacob
B ec a u se in p olitics, it h a s fo u g h t for a dozen
F loub.
county
almshouse.
The
Reading
Times
OF
the
stolen
goods
recently
found
in
his
years, w ith o u t in ter m issio n and so m e tim e s a l
hoarding house along the Schuylkill,
m ost alo n e a m o n g n ew sp a p ers, th e fig h t th a t has
is not surprised that the number of in deviated from the paths of rectitude. Pennsylvania Extra Family___ 4 50 ($
known as the Almshouse, is about 300 house.
r esu lted in th e recen t o v e rw h elm in g p o p u la r
Unfortunately he came in contact with Western E xtra........................... 5 50 @
PERSONAL PROPERTY!
mates is daily increasing.
Rye Flour......... ......................... 4 00 @
a t present, an increase of nearly 100
verd ict a g a in st R ob eson ism and fo r h o n est g o v 
whiskey
and
Jacob
and
whiskey
won’t
Will be sold at Public Sale, on SATURDAY,
The Constitutional Amendment As
ern m en t. N o m a tter w h a t party is in pow er,
within the past few weeks.
DECEMBER 80th 1888. At the residence of the
—Mrs. John Seiverd, of Reading, is blend in harmony. The mixture of the
T h e S u n sta n d s and w ill c o n tin u e to sta n d lik e subscriber, in East Perkiomen township, on road
sociation of Montgomery county con recovering
from an attaet of catalepsy two brought out all that was vicious, Red Wheat.
1 05 @ 1 11
a rock for th e in ter e sts o f th e p eo p le a g a in st th e
leading from Keelor’s Store to Skippaek road,
Mr. R. Wills, Esq., proprietor of the template publishing a journal to be the after having slept continuously for two and soon turned Jacob into a demoniac. Corn ...
am b ition o f b o sse s, th e en cro a ch m en ts o f m on o
@ 69
near Bean’s Mill the following personal prop
Oats.........
p o lists, an d th e d ish o n est sch em es o f p u b lic rob
Norristown Herald has added to his organ of their views on the temperance daj’s and two nights.
@
51
erty :—1 Bay Mare, 4 Cows. The e sp r it
By his actions and threats Mrs. Dr. Rye.............
bers.
© 68
It has not been decided
establishment a fully equipped bindery question,
mare is eoming 9 years old—IpH»
All
this
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what
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told
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by
Royer
and
family
(theDr.
being
absent)
whether
is
shall be issued weekly or
PROV ISION S.
and blank book manufactory, with all
•works well in the saddle. Two-horse
—Harry Quigg, a farmer, of Lark became greatly alarmed.
our friends. One man holds that T h e S u n is
His
first
Run, Clinton county, who seems to be visit to the house caused a tumble in Mess Pork...............
the latest and most improved machin montili}’.
the beet religious newspaper ever published, be wagon, with bed, set of hay ladders, express
..19 00 @19 50
cause its Christianity is undiluted with cant. wagon with shaft and tongue, 1 Spinnersville
Beef...............
. .13
@15
ery and fixtures.
a religious enthusiast, is digging for benches, tables, Ac. He went out yell Dried
Another holds that it is the best Republican plow, as good as new, drag harrow, cultivator,
Mess Beef
@29 00
Stock Sale
gold on his farm and pretends to know ing like a Comanche red-skin. As soon Beef
newspaper printed, because it has already whip good mowing machine, sett of double harness,
Hams..............
..18
@19 00
John Taylor, a well-known resident
As usual, cows sold at fair prices at that he will be richly rewarded for his as he left the house, Mrs. Royer bolted Hams........................
15K ped half of the rascals out of that party, and is express harness, pair of plow lines, double and
14
of Norristown, received a note from Allebach’s
Sides.........................
15 @ 15>i proceeding against the other half with undimin- single lines, blind halters, collars, breast and
efforts.
sale
on
Monday.
His
next
the doors and fastened the windows. Shoulders................
ished vigor. A third believs it to be the best other chains, forks, rakes, shovels, post spade,
Philadelphia, the other day, stating sale will be held at Perkiomen Bridge
@ 11
Shoulders..
»«5 magazine of general literature in existence, be grubbing hoe, mixing trough, water trough,
©
—A debating society is about to Jacob soon came back and desired ad Pickled
that his son Samuel had fallen dead on on
cause its readers miss nothing worthy of notice wheelbarrow, chicken coops, lot of hen manure,
Saturday afternoon next at 3 o’clock. tackle the question—“ which is the mission. This being refused he wreaked Lard.........................
12
Chestnut street. He proceeded to the
that is current in the world of thought. So every lot of hay, about 500 sheaves of corn-fodder,
Robison & Moyer will sell 20 head most fun—to see a man thread a needle vengeance upon the glass of one of the
friend of T h e S u n discovers one o f its many grain in the ground, milk cans and pans, lot of
city at once, but found that a mean
Lebanon Valley fresh cows, at Per or a woman drive a nail ?”
Flaxseed.......
sides that appeals with particular force to his in potatoes, and other articles not mentioned. Sale
@
windows, and then took refuge in the Timothy.........
and cruel hoax had been played upon of
at 1 o’clock. Conditions by IRWIN F. KALB.
dividual likjng.
85
kiomen Bridge to-morrow (Friday)
barn.
The excitement brought a Clover............
him. He found his son at work and in afternoon.
If you already know T h e S u n , vou will ob L. Hendricks, auct.
9X@
—An
exchange
editor
speaks
of
his
number of the neighbors to the scene,
serve that 1883 it is a little better than ever be
good health.
rival who keeps “ pretty full” all the but as Jacob was flourishing a pocket
Philadelphia Hay Market.
fore. If you do not already know T h e S u n ,
OTICE TO GUNNERS.
you
will find it to be a mirror of the choicest pro N
An agent of the Pennsylvania rail time, as his “steamed contemporary.” knife no one ventured to capture him.
A special meeting of'the Board of ManP h i l a d e l p h i a , Dee. 12,1882.
ducts
of
common
sense
and
imagination,a
main
The undersigned hereby give notice that no
agersofthe Royersford Bridge Company road was at Pottstown last week, look
During the week ending the above dated there stay for the cause of honest government, a sen tresspassing
—To-day (Thursday) is the shortest Afterwards he sought repose in one of were
be allowed on their premises
was held on Saturday afternoon, the ing for information relative to the right day
received at the Farmers’ Hay and Straw tinel for genuine Jeffersonian Democracy, a for gunning,will
the
mows
of
the
barn,
where
he
was
hunting, &c. Offenders will he
of the year.
scourage for wickedness of every species, and an dealt with strictly
Market
353
loads
of
hay
and
82
of
straw,
which
i)th inst., to take action whether the of way of the new line through Potts
according to law.
subsequently aroused by a number of were sold at the following prices :
uncommonly good investment for the coming
Sebastian Kohl,
Limerick.
proprietors of the Spring City grist town. He finds the people along the
—It is an editorial conclusion of the our citizens, including the Constable. Prime Timothy Hay per 100 pounds... 95® 105 year.
Francis
8
.
Peterman,
u
mills have the right to obstruct the proposed route very favorably disposed London Times that “England can no Bi!ly-the-worker, after Jacob was under Mixed
“ “
... 95® 105
Jacob Garber,
Upper Providence
TERMS
TO
MAIL
SUBSCRIBERS.
Straw
per
100
pounds...........................
70@
80
toward
the
project.
One
old
farmer,
pathway leading to the bridge. Legal
longer exist without America.” Eng complete control of the half dozen or
Rebecca and Catharine HiltebeiteLUpoer Prov.
T h e several e d itio n s o f T h e S u n are s e n t by
B. F. Garber,
Upper Providence.
counsel was engaged at. once and the however, some miles east of Pottstown, land had the same opinion in if 15, more who held him, exercised the mus
m a il, p ostp aid as fo llo w s :
Josiah Prizer,
DAILY—55 cen ts a m o n th , $6,50 a year ; w ith
inaitter will be decided one way or the through whose land the road will run, but in 1882 the word “ without” has a cles of his right arm in disfiguring the
Philadelphia Cattle Market.
John
Wanner,
asked $40,000 damages, although his somewhat different significance.
other.
Beef cattle were in demand and fraction higher: Sunday e d itio n , $7.70.
M. D. Schrack,
captive’s face.
Nothing like being
SUNDAY—Eight pages, $1.20.
3000 head arrived and sold at the different yards
whole farm is not worth over $20.000.
M. R. Schrack,
brave when there is no danger! Jacob at 3}4@6%c. per lb., the latter rate for extra.
WEEKLY—$1 a year, Eight pages of the
D. H. Grubb,
Harry E. Peterman; only son of
—Farmers are now butchering and was ushered into the presence of his
Sheep were in fair demand and closed firm. best matter of the daily issues ; an Agricultural
Abraham
Rahn,
West PerkiomoBL.
Morris R. Peterman, died at the resi
of unequalled merit, market reports
William D. Hunsicker brought suit laying in their winter beef and pork.
<«
u
Daniel
G. Landis,
Honor, Squire Fetterolf, and afterwards 14,000 head sold at the different yards at 3@5j^e Department
and
literary,
scientific,
and
domestic
intelligence
dence of his parents, Royersford, on against the Perkiomen and Reading
and lambs at 4©6%c. per lb., as to condition.
Ann
Rittenhouse,
Upper
Providence.
taken to Norristown by Constable
for the farmer’s household. To clubs of ten
•
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When
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a
public
Hogs
were
rather
lower.
5500
head
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at
H. R. Evans,
Sunday morning.
He had been sick Turnkike company before A. S. Hall
Pugh, where he can reflect upon the
U
U
different yards at 8^ @ 10c. per lb., as to with $10, an extra copy free.
Philip Williard,
for some time from a diseased condition man, Norristown, on Friday, for servi debauchee it is bad enough, but when curse of rum, and the sad effects of the
Address,
I. W. ENGLAND, Publisher.
quality.'
Isaac F. Alderfer,
East Perkiomen.
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of his lungs. He had not yet attained ces. The managers of the road on
• M. Rambo,
Lower Providence.
the same in his ease.
U
U
D. H. Casselberry,
SOME FAC TS.
his nineteenth birthday.
The funeral Septemher 22d, dispensed with his in ribaldry, drunkeness and voluptuous
T
ANTED.
ness,
what
then?
Ye
gods
answer
it
if
J.
H.
Hammer,
Upper
Providence.
•will take place to-day (Thursday). In services as Superintendent of the road.
w
William Lnkens, for ten years past IN REFERENCE TO CLOTHS FOR LADIES
Daniel Fryer,
terment in St. Luke’s Reformed church He claimed that his appointment was ye c a n !
A Blacksmith. Apply to W. H. BLANCHA. H. Wanner,
Upper Providonce.
an inmate of the Montgomery County
SUITS, &C.
FORD, Collegeville, Pa.
cemetery, this place.
John Poley,
for one year, but the Board claim that . —A number of persons are engaged Almshouse, died in that institution re
Henry
Kcyser,
Lower Providence.
they had a right to terminate the en looking for an iron box containing $80,aged about 18 years. Deceased
lOTICE!
A truthful and judicious advertisement of valu
Will trouble never cease? Bro. Ro- gagement at any time. J udgment in 000 which is supposed to be concealed cently,
was at one time a prosperous drover, able goods pays -Us, and this Is why we do it. W
. harts, of the Phoenixville Messenger, favor of plaintiff. The case will be ap in the Blue Mountains. A half-breed and
On and after January 1st, 1883, the Grain, FRESH FISH
the owner of two farms, in Towa- wish ju st here to assert that when we advertise
has put his number nine into it again. pealed.
Indian told the story many years ago, menein township, but owing his gener anything we mean ju st what we say, and we can Coal and Feed Business at Yerkes Station, Pa.,
and VEGETABLES,
be continued by A. C. Landes, instead of J.
Jhseph Moore, the policeman over the
but put the matter under bond of se ous disposition, he freely loaned his at all times prove all we say by undeniable ev will
The
undersigned
will visit Trappe and vicinity
II.
Landes,
the
latter
desiring
to
relinquish
said
river, has had our amiable brother
Wm. Blanchford the enterprising crecy until t|iis 3’ear.
money, lost-, and finally failed. Among denees, to all who will go to the trouble to ex portion of his business, has transferred it to his on Tuesday and Friday of each week with Fresh
arrested for libel.
Our esteemed carriage mannfactur r, of Collegeville,
Fish
of
different
kinds,
vegetables in season,
amine in detail the facts in reference to the most son, who will endeavor to keep on hand a full and a supply of lemons,alloranges,
cocoanuts, &c,
—A novel election bet has just been his papers an account book was found doubtful
stock and give his customers the cash worth of
brother of the quill can tumble into since taking up his new and commodi
appearing advertisements we write their money, but of course no inducements can
showing that the sum of seven thous
more difficulty and get out again ous quarters has experienced an un paid at Towanda. A confident Repub and
dollars was due him from various We were constrained to say the above because be extended to parties desiring to buv on a longer
HENEY HAHN,
quicker and better than any other usual pressure of business. His manu lican sold to a sanguine Democrat a
A. C. LANDES.
we want it known that we won’t make an exag credit than 30 days.
persons,
none
of
which
is
collectable.
Rahn Station, Pa.
scribe in' the Western hemisphere. factory is fitted up and.divided into load of potatoes at one dollar and a
gerated blow or false statements as to qualities
So, once more, brother, “puil for the roomy and convenient apartments, half a bnshel in case Reaver was elected He has a brother and several sons in prices, &c., of our goods. We always have all NEXT SATURDAY AFTERNOON at 3 O’clock.
comfortable circumstances, and we are
G-et the B est.
shore,” pull.
which enables him to fill the many or and at fifteen cents a bushel in the informed they freely offered their father of more than we advertise, and we are well awar
P U B L I C S - A - I jE
Webster’s
Dictionary is the best. Every family
ders with more promptness than here event of Pattisson’s success. The po a home with them, but he declined, af the fact that there are many advertisements
OF
should have a copy. Allison’s Webster’s Dic
Mr. J. N. Pattison, the New York tofore. A number of sleighs and ve tatoes have been delivered and paid for
thrust
upon
the
public
which
are
gross
exagger
tionary,
containing
300 illustrations, 50,preferring to spend the remainder of
pianist and music publisher, has in hicles are ordered ahead, and the pros at the small figure.
C O W S ! ! 000 words and phrases,over
comprehensively defined,
ations and are calculated to mislead the reader. F R E S H
his
days
in
the
poor
house.
His
re
useful facts and tables, foreign words and phrases
press a Te Deum written and composed pects for business were never brighter.
For instance it is folly to say that the 55 inch
Will be sold at Public Sale, on SATURDAY pronouncing vocabulary of scripture and proper
—“I stand at the gate and wait, and mains were taken to the home of his cloths
by Mrs. W. S. Hancock, wife of Major- Mr. Blanchford is an intelligent and
at $1.00 for ladies’ suits are the best qual DECEMBER 23, at Perkiomen Bridge Hotel,1 ear names, list of mythological and classical names,
Load of Fresh. Cows with calves, direct United States census, for 1880 and many other
Gen. Hancock,, and dedicated to St. courteous business man and deserves the w ait; but he cometh not in sight; what children and properly interred.
ity, for they are not near as heavy, or good or
f f u ,,, ti’om Hunt, county. Good judgment was uspfui tables. Postpaid for only 50 cents. Ad
shall I do—I ’m in such a horrid plight,”
Cornelius’ Chapel on Governor’s Island. success he achieves.
handsome as those at $1.25, $1.50 or $1.62. We
exercised
in the selection of this stock, and it
F our Children Drowned.
said she. But the December wind
E. Florence & Co., P. O. box I860, South
Mrs. Hancock has for several years
have them in all wool at a number of prices from will be to the interest of purchasers to attend dress
Bend, Ind.
'S
howled
on,—swept
down
the
mighty
been the organist of that church. She
30 cents up to $1.62jg, and sell more at the sale. Sale at 3 o’clock p. m.
The Garfield Lyceum deserves to be
Conditious
by
11,11.
ALLEBACH.
has composed a number of pieces o( heartily congratulated upon the success thoroughfare, while she stood there
highest
than
the
lowest
price.
If
you
want
the
A DESPERATE STRUGGLE FOR LIFE.
Victory ! V ictory!!
J. O. Fetterolf. auct.
J. O. Detwiler, clerk.
best $ 1,00 cloths that can be sold at a reasonable
sacred music, among them a Venite of of its entertainment in Ursinus Hall and sighed, and sighed. Poor thing.
Four
children were drowned and profit
for $1 .00, or something better or cheaper,
admitted beauty, but has never before last Thursday evening. The readings • —A very large assortment of elegant seven others
-j
A
«
DR. H O W E R ’S
IPTTIBX jI O s a l e
made an
escape our store is the place to find them in a great va
consented to the publication of any of by Mrs. Shoemaker, of Philadelphia, Christmas and New Year cards, Auto from death, when last narrow
Cough Remedy
Thursday, the
her works.
were exceptionally fine. She is one of graph and Photograph Albums, at ice broke on Abbott’s pond, near the riety of colors, and a full line of silk plushes to
PURELY VEGETABLE.
F
R
E
S
H
°
'
C
O
W
S
match
them.
the best elocutionists in the country Beaver & Shellenberger’s.
Will CURE COUGHS, COLDS and TH R O A T
Falls
of
Schuylkill.
The
dead
are:
Will
be
sold
at
Public
Sale,
on
FRIDAY,
We
have
a
large
variety
of
cloths
for
ladies
D ISEASES.
Diptheria is doing sad work in diff and her voice and gestures are con
22J, 1882, at Perkiomen Bridge
DON’T BE DELUDED into paving 75 ets. and
Johanna Carey, 10 years, daughter and children’s coatSj and are making them to or DECEMBER
erent localities, especially among the trolled with wonderful accuracy. The
—Louise Montague, the professional
Hotel, 20 Head of Fresh Cows!
a $1.00 for Cough Syrups, when you can purchase
little children. The following receipt music furnished by the members of the beauty of Forepaugli’s Circus, is now of Martin Carey, living on the farm on der at about the same prices that are charged ■KHL-We think these cows will suit all
Ds. HOWER’S Improved Tar, Wild Cherry,
wholesale
for
inferior
made
goods.
which
the
accident
occured.
purchasers. They are good baggers and milkers, Hoarhouiul, Elecampane, Coltsfoot, Honey and
for the cure of the dreadful disease is Lyceum was received with marks of ap tending bar in a saloon of her own in
and
of
fair
size
and
weight.
We
trust
buyers
Sugar, Liquorice, a solid Cough preparation, for
We have a large Variety of new hoods for chil
John Snowden, 10 years, son of Pat
from an English doctor, who is said to proval by the large audience in attend Philadelphia.
will fovor us with their presence and Bids. Sale 10 cents. Tliis is purely a vegetable compound.
have never lost a case when applying ance. The receipts of the evening
rick Snowden, living on Scott’s lane, dren and ladies. Prices from 25c. to $2.50, nearly to commence at 1 o’clock. Conditions by
No
opiates, therefore can be taken without any
all of our own knitting.
—A man who broke up a keg of near the Reading Railroad
ROBISON & MOYER.
deleterious consequences. Equal to eight ounces
this treatm ent: “ One teaspoonful of should tend to stimulate the Lyceum
We have a fine assortment of new mittens in
of Syrup of Tar. Sold by all Druggists and
flowers of sulphur in a wineglass full to further efforts in the direction of af hardened gunpowder in front of a fire,
Yiolet Barker, 14 years, daughter of
Dealers in Medicine.
ICE.
of water. Stir with a stick, not with fording excellent public amusement and at Charlotte, Mich., will be lucky if he John Barker, living on Thirty-fifth many grades. Some very fine German goods.
N0T
Our
stock
of
merino
underwear
was
never
so
gets out of the hospital within three street, above Crawford.
metal. Use as a gargle, allowing some instruction.
Notice is hereby given that application will be
complete as this season, the great increase in
months.
to pass down the throat.
When not
made to the next Legislature, for the enactment
Thomas Kendle, 14 years, son of our trade enabling us to buy large lots very of
a law entitled “ An Act to provide for the
possible to use as a gargle blow a little
The School Directors of the Trappe
-—John Fox’s dwelling at Royers William Kendle, living on Thirty-fifth low. We have a large stock of fur trimmings, appointment
of successors, to the Testamentary
powdered sulphur through a quill into Independent School District were ford was visited by burglars on Thurs street, below Crawford.
collars and cuffs, In the newest styles. Our hosi Trustees of the Bringliurst Trusts, for the
the throat. This gives instant relief.” struck with surprise when E. E. Long, day night of last week.
Boroughs
of
Norristown
and Pottstown, and the
The fathers of the dead are employed ery stock is also fuller than ever, some of the Township of Upper Providence,
in the County
the efficient principal of the Trappe
in Dobson’s carpet mill and were at styles being very fine. Our dress and coat mak of Montgomery.” . The object of the law will
—Box-paper, toilet setts, vases, mugs work when the accident happened. The ing department goes ahead of our most sanguine be to provide for tlie appointment of succesors
Two children of Michael Dunn resid school tendered his resignation a few
In Order to Close Out its Large
ing in West Conshohocken, were play days ago. Mr. Long received an offer and goods for Holiday presents, scrap pond is about fifty feet in diameter and expectations, as our establishment gives daily to the Testamentary Trustees of the B rin"hurst Stock of
employment
to
more
than
65
persons,
and
we
Trusts,
of
the
above
named
distriets
from
time
books
and
pictures
at
Beaver
&
Shellen
ing with several companions on the ice of a longer term and increased salary
is formed by the damming of a small need more hands or good apprentices.
to time, by the Orphans’ Court of Montgomery
below the bridge Sunday afternoon. from the Moreland township school di berger’s.
L ad ies Goats,
County.
gorge a square east of the Falls of
HOWARD LEOPOLD,
The river at this point was not entirely rectors, and will accept the same if he
HARY LOUCKS,
229 High Street, Pottstown.
Schuylkill and about two hundred yards
—Neighbor
Frederick
has
a
number
FRANK.
M.
HOBSON,
frozen over only a space about twenty does not receive tjie promise of increas
from Queen lane. The water runs from
H. W. KRÀTZ,
Farmers and others desiring a genteel, lucra
feet in width from each bank being ed renumeration here. Our school has of fine shoats for sale. Call and see the sourrounding hills, and when the
Testamentary Trustees.
them.
tive
agency
business,
by
which
$5
to
$20
a
day
frozen. The Dunn children ventured been successfully conducted thus far
pond is full is wasted over the dam and can be earned, send address at once*, on postal, MOW IS THE TIME FOR
And DRESS GOODS,
too near the outer edge and broke in. this season by Mr. Long, and no doubt
George L. Armstrong, of Lower through a small creek into the Schuyl toH . C. Wilkinson & Co., 197 Fulton Street,
Several persons ran to the rescue but many will regret the step he has taken. Lower Providence township, has been kill river. Some water ran over the New
Will make a Reduction in Prices,
York.
B A R G A IN S I N
before any of them could get to the
placed under $200 bail by A. S. Hall damT hursday and it is supposed that
Commencing from D ecember 1st, 1882.
place where the children were struggling
Everybody in this section, and a man, Esq., Norristown, to answer a the surface water which came down
A C H O IC E L O T OF
We will Reduce a Lot of
Christmas Presents!
for life, they in like manner broke in. thousand or moré who live in other sec singular charge. He was formerly ten from the hills after Wednesday’s rain
J. A. SALLADE, Watchmaker and Jeweler,
Each of the would be rescuers now had tions are acquainted with L. H. Ingram, ant ou Lucius H urst’s property in rotted the ice and led to the catastro
Dress
Goods
to 121-2 Cts.,
is a fine assortment of American Watches,
to make individual efforts to save his the expert boot and shoemaker, the Whitemarsh. Mr. Hurst died and the phe. Mr Abbott allowed the children
Clocks and Spectacles. Tea and Table Spoons
T hat we have Sold at 25 C ts. per Yard.
of the very best quality. I sell the dirt, dust
own life. A son of Constable Minnis efficient auctioneer, and the master of Fidelity Insurance Safe and Deposit of the neighborhood to visit the place On hand, and for Sale by
nd Water-proofWatch in Gold and Silver Cases.
swam to the little ones and rescued lather, brush and razor, of Collegeville. Trust Company, of Philadelphia, be when they pleased and was a favorite
F. W. W ETHERELL A CO.,
Come and examine my stock. Watches, Clocks
them when almost drowned.
and Jewelry repaired ; all goods must be as rep- CALL ON
But friend Ingram is forever branch came his executor. They issued a land resort.
N. B.—Rye Wanted.
Areola Mills.
esented.
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
ing out, and it does seem as though lord's warrant against Armstrong for
The
ice
which
covered
the
pond
was
The poisoning of the Garber family there is no end to his abilities. Years rent and the constable of the township
MORGAN WRIGHT,
OLLEGEYILLE
NEWS
STAND.
still remains a secret, so far as the pub ago he served an apperenticeship in a made a levy In thè meantime the about an inch and a half thick and
At
the
Keystone Dry Goods Store
lic is concerned.
Young Harry B. gum boot manufactory, and as he is not sheriff, acting on behalf of the other porous. Between five and six o’ clock
Subscriptions taken for all the leading daily
FOR LITTLE MONEY
NORRISTOWN, PA.
fully
two
dozen
children
and
young
and weekly papers, and popular magazines at
Garber is still in a precarious condition. in favor of allowing his knowledge to parties, also levied on the goods and
GO TO
women
were
skating
and
sliding
upon
the lowest office prices. The Philadelphia Weekly
The effect of the arsenical poisoning lie dormant he has determined to give stopped the constable’s sale.
Press, $1.50 per year, with large and beautiful W . E. Blanchford,
Arm
remains with him, and he is to-day as the people the benefit of his infor strong, it is alleged, then removed the the ice playing about its edges. The map of Pennsylvania, as a premium.
children
who
were
drowned
were
play
PROPRIETOR OF THE
HENRY YOST, Collegeville, Pa.
helpless as if he had been stricken with mation, and will hereafter, promptly to goods with the intention of defrauding
paralysis. He has no sensation of feel- order, repair gum boots and shoes the executor and took them to his pres ing on the ice with Alice Rachel Lawoullegeville Carriage Works.
JO H N G. F E T T E R O L F ,
ieg, cannot tell whether he touches of every description, and guarantee ent residence. The company did not son. When in the middle of the pond
You will be sure of being suited, as I have
The old and favorite hotel furnishes the best
and
ten
or
fifteen
feet
above
the
breast
R E A L E S T A T E A G ’T, Yerkes P. 0. Jump Seat carriages, three or four kinds of Piano
anything, cannot retain anything in his satisfaction. He can re-sole and repair discover his whereabouts until a few
accomodations to man and b e a s t. No better
of
the
dam
young
Suowden
fell
and
Box carriages, also the Brewster, Dexter and
grasp, and if he were left standing on your gum boots and shoes to perfection days ago, when Constable Bates made
water
in the country. The bar is always
Upper Providence, Montgomery Co., Pa.
Eleptic carriage. Come and examine my work
supplied with the best liquors and cigars.
the floor he would tumble in a heap,for and it is needless for us to say that the necessary affidavit and had him ar the little Barker girl fell over him.
and
learn
prices.
wishing to purchase properties from
ICE CREAM during the summer season.
The others came up in rapid succes 15Parties
W. H. BLANCHFORD,
he has no sensation of anything solid these facts are well worth remembering.
to 100 Acres, with improvements,on easy terms
Teams to hire. Boarders taken at reat-onrested with the result already stated.
sion ane several of them tumbled down. should give me a call.
8ep.i 2,$mo.
Collegeville, Pa.
able rates,

Providence Independent.
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EUTEEPKISE

W. ROYER, M. D.,

Agriculture and Science.

mals, to learn where they originated,
IF YOUWANT THE BEST AND CHEAPEST
and how they differ from the animals
MACHINES GO TO
in
the
wild
state.
If
the
studies
of
Practising Physician,
Edited by J. K. H A R L E Y .
young men could be in some manner
H E E B N E R & SO N S,
TRAPPE, PA,
directed to the things common to their S to v es ,
C lo thes W r in g e r s ,
D a ir y F ix t u r e s ,
Office at his residence, nearly opposite Masonic
WHY DOES ICE NOT SINK ?
L
A N S D A L E , Montg. Co., Pexiua.
daily lives, we should have much less T in w a r e ,
Royersford, Montgomery Co* Pa. Hall.
T er r a C otta P i p e ,
P a in t s & O il s ,
There are many things which, in our upon that important subject, “ How to
The Oldest Agricultural Works in Penna.
L a m ps .
I would announce to tny friends and the -public,
C h im n e y T ops .
Y. W EBER, M. I).,
O il C lo th .
experierice we know to be facts, but Keep Boys on the Farm,”
that I am now prepared to furnish all kinds of
Marble Work, at reasonable prices..
simply knowing this or that to be a
T r ia l s made at the Wisconsin Ex
Practising Physician,
fact should never be sufficient. Know periment Farm in feeding sweet milk
ing certain truths or facts should set us to pigs showed that on an average four
E V A N SB U R G , PA
-------- IE3 R I C E S
L O "W .
Of Italian or American Marble or Granite, in Office Honrs:—8 to 10, a. m. 2 to 4, p. m, 7 to 9 thinking, searching for the reason of pounds of corn meal were equal to
F in e C u t l e r y ,
Are much the easiest for the horses, and have
P lated W a r e ,
the finest and latest designs.
p. m.
the only safe and reliable Speed Regulator ever
this or that. By so doing, other truths twenty pounds of sweet skim milk, or
I
ce C r e a m F r e e z e r s ,
W a t e r C ol lers ,
applied to horse powers,
one pound of meal equal to five of
will often become plain, and be of much milk, if fed separately.
F F. SLOUGH.
B ir d C ag es .
B ru sh e s , & c .
H e e b n p r ’s L it t l e G ia n t T h r e s h i n g a n d
practical use in every-day life. The
C l e a n in g M a c h i n e ,
For Enclosing Burial Lots, of different descrip
W here calves are fed by the pail, P L U M B I N G & G A S F I T T I N G , L E A D P I P E S , &C.
question
proposed is simple, yet a scien
Attorney«» at» La w ,
tions. Particular attention paid to Mar
proper
caution
should
be
observed
to
AND
THRESHERS
AND SHAKERS.
ble Work, for the bases of
C A S W E L L & MOORE, 243 Bridge Street, Phcenix^ille, Pa.
tific truth underlies it, out of which
Norristown, Pa. Office, No. 7. AIRY St. Speaks
have
the
milk
as
near
as
possible
its
Also all the best MoAvers, Reapers, Hay
BUILD IN G S, S T E P S , S IL J.S , E T C ., E T C . English and German.
grow some wonderful phenomena of natural temperature when milked from
Rakes, <fcc.
nature.
Suppose
we
fill
a
bottle
quite
All work Guaranteed to give Satisfaction, and F G. HOBSON,
the cow; otherwise it goes into the
All kinds of Iron and Brass Castings made to
put up in a workmanlike manner. Any design
order.
full with water, and place it out of calves’ stomach too cold, and they are
furnished desired ou Monuments or Tombstones.
Repairing done by com petent Avorkmen and at
doors in cold weather.
I t is better to the more likely to gorge themselves.
Work can be seen at the yard, or the different
$2.50—Will Buy a nice little Boy’s Suit, age from 4 to 10.
loAvest prices.
A tto r n e y -a t-L a w 9
Cemeteries in the neighborhood, that has been
do this in the evening, and in the morn
Steam Engines, Boilers, and outfits for Mills,
turned out at the E n t e r p r is e W o r k s . Call and
$4.00 —Will buy a good suit for a boy aged from 5 to 12.
Straw that is to be used for bedding
Factories, Creameries, &c. Send for Circulars,
SII SW E D E Street Norristown. Da.
see me, and get prices. My expenses are low;
ing we may examine the bottle—or stock should be cut short. It is then
$5.00 —Win buy a suit for a boy in years from 1 to 15. therefore I can sell accordingly. My motto: Can be seen every evening at his residence in
what may be left of it. It may be much more easily handled. The com
“Low prices and fa ir dealings
EEEBHER & SONS,
Freeland.
£5.00 —Will buy a fair suit for a man.
RESPECTFULL Y,
thought not very probable, if the bottle mon practice is to leave it long, when
LANSDALE, PA.
$6.50 —F °1- tins sum you can purchase a better suit.
^ D. FETTEROLF,
be strong and the freezing takes place much inconvenience is found on re
moving it, on account of its "clinging
$7.00—With this sum you can buy something still better.
slowly, you will find the bottle un together and forming a solid sheet of
J une; 8-ly.
Justice of the Peace
broken, with a piece of ice protruding manure.
Ten Dollars win buy a first class business suit.
Eleven Dollars
TRAPPE, Pa.
CONVEYANCER and General Business agent. from its mouth. Sometimes the bottle
Will
bujft
very
fine
suit.
F
i
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t
e
e
n
D
o
l
l
a
r
s
—Extra
line Dress Suit.
Will clerk sales at reasonable rates,
M
ANUFACTU
RER AND D E A L E R I N
L
e a v e your parsnips in the ground
will have several cracks, or it may be
all winter. They will be better in the
C O L L E G E V IL L E Pa.
We Have the Largest Stock; The Lowest Prices.
you will find the pieces of glass scat spring than they are now. Frost makes
Stoves, Tin-ware
Regular office days:—Monday and Thursday of tered about for some distance. The
ALSO , G E N T S' F U R N ISH IN G
GOODS.
them
tender.
Those
that
you
dig
now
each week; also every evening.
l | | i l | and Housefurnishing
experiment m ay'he made during the before the general crop is frozen in
^ = ^ 3
GOODS ,
should
be
protected
in
a
cool
place
or
JAR, B. F. PLACE,
day, watching the result from a win
they may will. Parsnips appear very 66 & 68 Main Street [apposite Music Hall]
N
O
R
R
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W
N
dow. In either case, whether the ice fine this season. They are an indigesPA. TIN-ROOFING, SPOUTING, JO BB IN G , Ac.,
projects from the mouth of the bottle, tiable sort of thing, but many people
DONE TO ORDER.
D E N T I S T
1 I
O L ID S T O M B S T O R E I
[Graduate of the University of Pennsylvania.] or the end it is broken, it is plain to like them in a pork and potato stew. ENLARGED,
Es?*
All
Orders
Promptly attended to.
gq
RENEWED,
AND REFITTED.
see that the bottle full of ice is larger They may also be cut in very thin chip
Capacity Doubled, Stock Increased in Quantity und Quality.
C all at th e
than the bottleful of water, and that slices, dipped in batter and fried. They
SPECIAL SPECIALTY AS FOLLOWS:
Near Fenton's Store. Branch Office at Eagleare considered a delicacy in this wav.
water
does
not,
like
other
things,
con
Body Brussels____
ville. Will attend to Branch Office on Monday.
.$1.50 to $1.75 Common Insrrain.............30, 35, 40, 45, 50, 60c.
YERHES STATION MILLS
Tapestry Brussels..
Gas administered.
75 to 1.20 Hall and Stair Brussels................ $1.00 to §1.25
stantly contract by cold.
Tapestry Ingrains..
,00 to 1.25 S f nii*sk ftal 1and Srair ...................... 75 to 1.00
---------Or AND : 0 : ---Super Extra Super.
,90 to 1.00 Venetian Stair.......................................25 to .50
Water though common as it is, is a
C. SHULER.
Ingrain, Wool.......
75 to .90 Hemp and Carpet............................... 20 to .25
Ü.
Union Mixed
remarkable liquid ; and there is nothing
,65 to .80 lia^, large, cheap lo t.......................... 40 to 60,
Send a rough sketch or a
OilvClothes,
all. wicltT
model of your invention to
|
L
...
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Window
Shading, new colors. Stair Hods for $1 up. Measures taken
more
wonderful
about
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than
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way
Trappe
Pa.,
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repair
watches
and
clocks
at
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,
Just P erfected .
and Carpets made and put down. Window Shades made and put up. All Work GuarAiiteed
Short notice, either at home or at your residence. it acts just before freezing.
. W ash in gton , D . C., and a P r e lim in a ry
hero you will find in Store a large supply of
Wink
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ation
w
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be
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w
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Good
workmanship.
Low
prices.
DRY G O O D S:
Our new Dress Goods are arrivinir
t t e i largest under arm,
tli'e season advances. Black choice Patent Process, Straight, and
c h a rg e, of all United States patents of the
'
• Silk, American and Foreign, includili!; solid colors, new shades, plain and
water cools it contracts, and keeps on
same class of inventions and you will be advised
The lightest and quietest,
fancy : Black and Colored Cuwinierrre, full line, cheap. Chintzes. Calicoes, Muslins, Ticks,
whether or not a patent can be obtained.
F a n cy F a m ily F lm iz ,
If you are advised that your invention is patentable,
J P. KOONS,
contracting until it is cooled down to
The most lavishly decorated,
Sheetin
mg,
Hosiery,
Notions,
Laues, Tics, Gloves, &c.
send $ 2 0 , to pay Government fee of $15 and $5 for
Call and see us.in our new dress. Polite
and cheap goods.
drawings required by the Government. This is pajrThe least vibration of jruy,
ite attention aud
39.2° Fahr,, and if the temperature
CORN,
OATS,
BRAN,
MIDDLINGS,
able when application is made. When allowed,
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E
A
X
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E
attorney’s fee ($25) andi the
f final Government
iment fee
Cor.
Main
and
Dekalb
tits.,
Norristown,
Pa
A
.of new patents,
goes
still
lower,
it
begins
to
expand,
P ra ctica l S la ter I 1
RYE BRAN, LINSEED MEAL, Ac., Ac.
($20) is payable. An attorney whose fee depends
spends on
his success in obtaining
a Patent will ,not advise
you
H i ...............................
aviso you
.Simplicity simplified,
and, when reaching 32° it becomes ice,
that your invention is patentable unless it really is,
RA U N ’S S TA TIO N Pa.
so far as his best .judgment can determine; hence,
Durability determined.
you can rely on the advice given after a preliminary
having increased by about 1-11 of its
Dealer in every quality of Roofling, Flag
examination is had.' D esign P a ten ts and the
Reliability reasserted.
R e g istra tio n o f L ab els, T rade-M arks, and
ging, and Ornamental Slates. Send for estima former hulk. This expansive force is
R e -issu e s secured. C aveats prepared and filed.
balance wheel; Newest and most tes, and prices.
Applications in revivor of R ejected , Abandoned,
Cream T a r t e r ,
B a k in g Soda,
«legawtt fidspra in stand and wood work. Posi
exceeding!}’ great—so great that it will
or Forfeited C ases made. If you have undertaken
to secure your own patent and failed, a skillful hand
tive
¿perfect »litch. This machine is
burst
an
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if
confined
in
it.
ling
of
the
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to
success.
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a
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,
a'an ted by ejf.«rwbody.
written request addressed to the Commissioner of
W a s h in g S o d a ,
B la c k and R ed P e p p e r,
Patents that he recognize G eorge E . L emon , of
Bomb shells have been filled with water
Having the best and most improved facilities the
Washington, D. C., as your attorney in the case, giv
undersigned does endeavor to sell to any and all
ing
the
title
of
tire
invention
and
a^out
the
date
of
PAINTER and PAPER-HANGER, and exposed to the cold, and on filing
your application. An examination and report
parties, who seek the cash worth of their money,
will cost you nothing. Remember, this office has been
at the very lowest prices. Good, clean wheat
freezing, were cracked and sheets of
in successful operation since 1S65, and reference can be
Royersford Pa.
COLLEGEVILLE PA.
received at all times.
given to actual clients in almost every county in the
ice forced through the opening.
U. S. Pamphlet relating to Patents free upon request.
ALUO the Dofltaaftie and other different makes of
Orders
promptly
attended
to.
Can
do
any
kind
nuHdbines sold,
needles, and attachments.
J. H . L A N D E S .
of work in the line of painting, graining, and
This expansion of water is one of the
G EORGE E. LEM ON,
PO PU LA R DRU G STO R E,
paper-hanging, satisfactorily. Estimates cheer
A
ttorney
a
t
L
a
w
and
S
olicitor
o
f
A
m
e
r
ica
n
great
forces
of
nature.
Not
only
do
fully furnished upon application.
P G. CHASE & CO.,
and F o reig n P a ten ts,
U
615 F ifte e n th S treet, W A SH IN G TO N , D . C.
we see it bursting water-pipes, casks, or
—DEALER IN —
Mention this paper.
HORACE RIMBY,
Corner of Bridge and Main Streets, ■
splitting large rocks, but in a quiet
way ft helps to grind away' the surface
Tlie price of the foiloAving organ has been ad
M
G E N E VA N. Y.
SI
of the hardest stone. Water finding vanced to §125 since inserting this electrotype.
O rnam entals Shrubs, Evergreens, Plants,
1%
Collegeville, Mont. Co., Pa.
its way into minute pores and crevices
Vines, &c., &c.
of the rocks and freezing there, by its
-YOU W ILL GETCHOICEST E VER-BL OOMIXG R OSES.
Wreaths, Crosses, Baskets, <fcc, filled with na expansion it breaks off'from them small
Sent to any address. Orders solicited and
tural flowers. Weddings, Funerals, Commence
promptly attended to by
ments, &c, promptly attended to.
particles, which accumulate to form
«
^
O
R
G
A
r
J
S
f
c
C. J. H O Y E ll, Trappe Pa.
soil. Therefore it will be seen that ice
Ul H. K EELER ,
27 Stops, iO Sets Reeds,. $90
And Reliable Persons to Attend to your Wants.
P. S. Orders for fall taken to September 9th.
J&otionl^ A c ., See.
floats because water in freezing, ex
pands and a given bulk of water is
E Y A N sm a,
II.
P a in te r , G rainer,
heavier than the same bulk of ice.
!Ivi&rgCi«n£ varied
df -.slil kinds o f Goods,
This slight expansion, just enough
v/ueuailly ’kept In a Oorcmtify Sferre. Good Quality
an d P a p er-H a n g er.
.¿.aud i t Philadelphia »prices.
to
allow ice to float may seem a trifle,
T R A P P E PA.
TRAPPE, PA. The different grades of cigars
but
when we think that the world
manufactured. Good tobacco in the hands of a
Orders entrusted to me will receive prompt
good
workman will make capital cigars. This is
attention. Contracts made at reasonable figures. would scarcely be inhabitable without
TO THE PEOPLE OF
putting the whole business in a nutshell. Special
All work done ill a satisfactory manner.
iOwoersand
of the
it, it is far from being a small matter.
brands made to order. Give K raut’s cigars a
trial, and be happy.
JO H N M ILLER,
If ice were a trifle heavier, it would
Star Glass W o r k s
NORRISTOWN., PA.,
sink and our rivers and lakes would
T H O S E
Manufactur.* a Ai^perior quality of
freeze solid in a single' winter, and the
Wishing: to Purchase, Fresh
T A I L O R .
MVINDj W
GbASS
SHADES,
longest summers would not be sufficient
TRAPPE, PA.
Warranted«^*,© «tain.
to thaw them. What would be the
Suits cut and made to order in accordance with
J. IL Àlbertstm & Eons,
latest styles, or in any style that may be desired. result ? Not only would all fishes be
Should remember that the undersigned passes
Fits guaranteed. Good work. Reasonable prices.
come extinct, but the climate would
through this section every
N'O R R I S f--OmvvN,, V A.
also be changed, and produce corres
Tntereid Pdid an Deposits
agreement. Ne
ponding changes in other things. The
gotiable papor purchased. Xiciswy loaned on
;bonds., 'Mortgages, Stocks- g ra fts for Sale on
more we think of such things, the more
T H E L A E G E ST A N D M O ST
With a full supply of Fresh Meats, and will
England, Iraliend, Germany .and other places.
take pleasure in waiting upon those who may
are we impressed with the wonderful
Passage Uàkets by the America® line of ocean
favor
him with their custom.
m
•steamers- Rttllroad and other Slocks bought and
wisdom shown in matters that the un
.sold ««-commission. Goid,'Gt)M Coupons, Sil
B . F . IS E T T .
----- :0: OF :0:-----ver an fi >Go vara meat Bonds bought and sold.
thinking regard as trifles.
The F am ous Beethoven O rgan contains

CA SW ELL & MOOEE.

MARBLE WORKS!

Tin Roofing & Spouting of Best Quality and Workmanship.

3 am

Halier’s PaM level Treai

Horse Powers !

GALVANIZED RAILINGS,

WORTH WHILE READING!

D. Theo. Buckwalter.

John I. Bradford,

THE HABTfOBD

H ERM A N WETZEL,

COLLEGEVILLE, Pa.

JE N T S .

SEWING MACHINE

GRAIN. FLOUR & FiED DEPOT,

IE Y O U BU Y YOU

SPICES,

| Lehigh
C

M f f l l HARLEY, Apt
»ft.

-A _ T

&

©

Schuylkill
JA 1 « .

B T J C K W A L T E R ^ S

KRAFT,

FR U IT GROWERS,

FLORIST,

PHIENIXYILLE

P E M ’A.,

Pure Goods, Save Money, and always have Competent

I

also sell leads and Oils Cheaper th a n ever.

S P E C I A

L

I LT Ò T I C E

J.

KRAUT,

--C igar M anufacturer,—

X M. Albertson & Sons,

Norristown and Montgomery Countj !
M IT C H E L L .

No. 18 East Main Street,

EXCELSIO B

Ica C

:€2ffe deposit .boxes in burglar-prv.O-f vault to rent.

OUT T H IS O U PER’
T
MAKS
ACE*TSS 1 5 ÎSS4 0 E E K
'We Have stores in S5 löatf

I would announce to the public th at I have re
modelled my place of business, and at consider
able expense fitted up two rooms in first-class
style for the accomodation of my patrons, and
can now say I have the most complete establish
ment of the kind in cither Royersford or Spring
City. Young folks will find this a pleasant placé
to come and enjoy a plate of

Address

I3Î
M* E LOVELL9PH1UWAÉ0.PH1A.
Car<lenPA.
st

8 i)L D 1 E R S

F EE E D 'S

_NowutT.’iieg from wounds or disease of any
kind caused by military service arc entitled to
PENSION, widows,minorebiSdren, dependent
mothers or father; of soldiers wbo died from the
eirec.tB.of them service are also entitled. Many
invalid pcnwwers are entitled ¡to an Increase.
Careful assistance given in Delayed or Rejected
Claims, a« many can be allowed with but little
more evidence. Compiete instructions with ref
erences sent oh application. Chas. & G e o . A .
Kiwo, Attorncys-at-law, 918 F* St., Washington

u, e.

A. C. F R E E D ,
Royersford Pa.

In g C itie s,
¡appliesquickly,
quickly.
in ?la
ûg’Kîts obtain the’taapxÆes
.
«re t»t
jr
**>;??to-egee
* *** '^ n i for our Aewr
Daáafounu ani
w-Da&alo^uo
itenuM

b

’

L A D IE S GO TO

K. M. A LG E’S
1 6 H ast M a in Street,

Celebrated Ice

Cream.

FRUITS AND FANCY CAKES,
in abundance. Particular attention paid to the
furnishing of Ice Cream and Cnofectionery to
Churches, Sunday Schools, Pic-nics and Private
Parties at lowest rates. I have the control of a
large Dairy, and all the latest improved machi
nery in the manufacture of Ice Cream ; therefore
my prices are very low. Will pay fair rent to
Sunday Schools for exclusive right of woods on
day of celebration.

Oysters & Clams, in Season.
RESPECTFULLY YOURS,

A . C. F R E E D ,
Jy8-4m.

Royersford Montgomery County, Pa.

N o i r i i . s t o . ’W 'a* P a «
I*OR HAIR GOODS. She has a large stock oi
good Switches, Combs, Nets, Pin«, and Frizzes
/always on hand.
<tombing* made u p ; and a C 00D PR TOE P A IL
fo r dgrk and black hair, either straight or comb
ing*.

Jap an ese Crepe,
In order to introduce our Japanese Crepe
goods we will send post-paid to any address on
receipt of fifty cents, or 17 three-cent stamps,
tlie following i l window bauner, size 13 by 24
inches, with rich color and deep border ; 1 tidy
size 8 bv 11 inches, very handsome; l lamp mat!
27 inches in circumference, perfectly lovely • 1
wall screen, large and handsome. Address, E.
Florence & Co., P. O, box 1860, South Bend, Ind.

T w o G ood B ooks.
Chamber's Information fo r the People; or 1001
Things Worth Knowing, comprising the history
aiul mystery of everything in common use.
Crabb.-'s Handy Cyclopedia; or Explanation of
Words aud Things connected with all the Arts
and Sciences, illustrated with over 500 engrav
ings nicely bound in cloth, gilt, size about 5 by 8
inches and nearly two inches thick. Retails at
$1.50. Sample of either, to agents only , for $1.
or both for §3: Address, F., Brent & Co., South
Bond, Indiana,

BE NOT DECEIVED
By Plasters claim ing to be an im
provement on ALLCOCKS POROUS
PLASTERS.
ALLCOCK’S is tlie original and
only genuine Porous plaster.

All

other so called Porous Plasters are
imitations. Beware Of them

See

that you ret an
ALLCOCK' S

&

PLASTER

which we guarantee has effected
more and quicker cares than any
other external Remedy.

Sold b y all Druggists.

27 Stops, 10 Sets Feeds,

S tu dy t h e F a r m A n im a l s .— When

a
Managerie or Show of wild animals
comes into a neighborhood, the boys
are all wide awake over the m atter;
even the “ older boys” find an excuse
for going to the show, in the fact that
it is instructive and allows them to see
the animals belonging to Asia, Africa,
and other parts of the world. A col
lection of wild beasts is interesting
and instructive, but not more so than
those that are to be daily seen at home.
Every farm has a greater or less number
of animals, which are quite as interest
ing as those in the menagerie' It is
well to see and learn tlie difference be
tween the Elephant of Asia and the
African Elephant, and to see the Tapir,
a sort of small edition of the Elephant,
which looks as if it were waiting for its
long snout to grow into a trunk. It is
interesting to know that these animals,
the Elephant and the Tapir, are related
and belong to the order of Pachyderms,
or thicked-skinned creatures, and to
compare these with the Rhinoceros.
But how about those pachyderms at
home in the pen ? The pigs that one
daily feeds are quite as interesting as
the Tapir or Peccary. Where did they
come from, and how have they changed
from the wild form ? It is interesting
to ' see the Sacred or Raphmin Bull,
with a big lump on his back. But how
about the old cows at home ? Did they
originally have humps? or did they
come from some other races of wild
cattle ? The Zebras are like small horses,
and beautifully striped. Are they re
lated to old “Jack” and ' “ Charlie,”
that are worked every day ? I t is well
to improve the opportunity that the
menagerie affords us for adding to our
knowledge of the animals of far-off
countries, but do not let the interest in
them stop with these. Every Fair held
this autumn presented a collection of
brutes quite as worth}' of study as
those in any menagerie. Farm-life af
fords a vast number of interesting sub
jects for study, among which none are
more attractive than the tracing out of
the life history of oiu- domestic ani-

-M cPR lC E ©I'SLY S90=NOrder now . R^mit b y Bank Draft, Post Office Money
Order, or Registered Lei ter. Boxed and. shipped
w ith out »M om ent's Del ly . Factory running day
and n ig h t. Organs b u ilt on old plan, $¿0, $40,$50,8
t o l l B to-pa.C atalogue F r e e . Address or call upon

DANIEL F» BEATXYj "Washington, Hew Jersey»

JOB PRINTING

B R O .,

Norristown, Penn a.

Reliable Clothiers in tlie County

Wish to inform their kind friends and 1patrons, that their Fall and Winter
Stock is now complete, and are proud to say without any exaggeration that it is
the finest and most handsome stock of clothing they have ever 'manufactured.
They are all made up in the latest styles, first-class quality and good workman
ship. Our prices are as usual the lowest. This season they are about

S3F25 PER CENT<=JSS

BEEF, VEAL, MUTTON

feinesiaj ail Saturday,
C O L L E G E V IL L E

BAKERY!
J. H. RICHARD, Prep’r.
Fresh Bread, Rolls

Lower than amr other Norristown or Philadelphia Clothi ig H ouse!
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION

EXECUTED

§10-00 will buy a first-class Dress Suit,
8.50 will buy a all avooI fancy Cassimere Suit, .
7.05 will buy a tip-top Business Suil.
6.25 will buy a serviceable every day Suit.
12.00 will buy a good black cloth Suit.
11.40 Avill buy a single or double breasted cassimere Suit.
13.15 Avill buy a English fancy worsted dress Suit.
And hundreds more to numerous to mention.
We are also prepared to meet the demand for

BOYS’ A N D C H ILD R EN ’S CLOTHING !
Having made up a large assortment and will sell them at the lowest cash prices.

EVERY MORNING.

IC E

C R E A M !

Different flavors, during the Season now open
ed. Parties, Pic-Nics and weddings supplied at
short notice, on reasonable terms.

Y O U IG

AM D OLD

Remember that we fit everybody,
The Lean and Small, as well as the Big and Tall.

—IN THE—

Our Custom Department is filled with a

B E S T M A N N ER

Choice Line of Foreign and Domestic Goods I
All of which will be made to order in first-class style at tlie lowest cash prices!

M IT C H E L L & B R O .,

-A T THIS OFFICE.--

No. 18 E.

M a in S t ., N o r risto w n , P a .

Look to your interest,
money visit my

I f yon want to save

F u r n it a Ware-Rooms,

On Road leading from Skippackville to College
ville,
miles from the former place, and be
[O ppo s it e P ublic S q u a r e . -convinced
that you can save money. I sell

All Kinds of New and Second«
Hand Furniture
AT TH E

V ery L o w e st F ig u r e s,

SUBSCRIBE FOR THE

And also take old hard-wood furniture, and old
clocks in exchange for new. I manufacture all
kinds of Furniture on short notice, and repairing
of all kinds will be neatly done. Come and
see my

“PROVIDENCE
INDEPENDENT”
One of the best Local, Family and General
newspapers published.
Now is the time to
subscribe.

BED-BOH SETTS, -6 PIECES,
I am still at the business. I thank tlie public for patronage bestowed, and hope to merit a
continuance of the sa m e . Will visit Collegeville, Trappe, and vicinity ; as heretofore, on

TU ESD A Y, TH URSDA Y and SA TURD A Y
Morning of each week, with the best Beef, Veal, and Mutton.

Highest cash prices paid for Calves.

W M . J . TH O M PSO N,

E V A N SB U R G , L O W E R P R O V ID E N C E , P. O.

A s L ow as $ 2 0 .
Tennessee marble-top stands—$7 up, high backlounges $5.00. All kinds of marble-top FurnD
ture sold very low. You are welcome to come
and examine my goods, whether you purchase
or not.

G eo. D. D etw iler.

